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Murray, Ky., Monday Afternoon, April 6, 1981

20e Per op)

Woman's Club
Plans Activities
For Johnson
The Murray Woman's Club has a
full day of activities planned for Mrs.
Lyndon Baines Johnson's visit to Murray on Tuesday, April 14.
Beginning .at 9:30 a.m., Mrs.
Johnson will be the guest at an informal coffee at the Murray Woman's
Club House. Prior to the end of the coffee at 10:15 a.m., the former first lady
will plant a dogwood tree on the yard
of the club house.
Mrs. Johnson will then go to the
court seare at 10:30 a.m. and will cut
a ribbon to symbolize the opening of
the downtown ceremonies. She will
plant a coffee tree, which is the Ken-

tucky state tree, on the courthouse
lawn.
A walking tour of the business area
followed by the unveiling of signs in
front of the Bank of Murray and the
Peoples Bank as part of the beginning
of the downtown restoration will end
by 11:20a.m.
At 11:30 a.m. to noori, Mrs. Johnson
will tour the Calloway County Public
Library,.. the 100-year-old newly
rerrated Library Arts Annex and the
library's garden site.
Mrs. Johnson, as well as the public
and press, will drive through the
Murray-Calloway County Park from
12:15 to 12:45 p.m. She will plant a
dogwood tree during her visit there.
A private luncheon in the Corn-
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Speech, Debate Champions
k•

Calloway Team
Wins State Title
A motorcade of proud parents and
supporters gathered at 1 a.m. Sunday
to welcome home the Calloway Junior
High and Middle School Speech and
Debate team, which returned from
Lexington with the Junior Division
state .championship in Speech and
Debate.
-

-
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County Okayed
Student Center is schedulFor Park Loan edUniversity
for 1 to 2 p.m.
The climax of
ii

•

• I

Mylinda Mitchell, third, discu.ss;w:
and Janice Boggs,third, poetry.
For the middle school, Emily Dunn
took third in prose.
Calloway Junior High had 14 team
members in the final round. They
were Tim William,s, Renee Taylor.
Mcdard, grown, Annie ..
Calloway County's Junior High Hansen, Mills, Lori Burkeen, Jarrett,
speech team won the division cham- Amy Schroader, Janice Boggs, and
pionship at the Kentucky High School Cathey. McClard and Brown.qualified
Speech League state tournament at in two events.
Calloway Middle had seven qualify
the University of Kentucky April 3-4.
The team swept to victory, with 180 fof the final round. They were
points over second place Jessie Clark Michelle Marine, Dunn, Vona
of Lexington which scored 164 points. Darnell, Mark Bazzell, Molly Imes,
Glasgow took third place with, 112 Elizabeth Bailey and Candi Glass.
while Morton Jr. High of Lexington'.- • Coach Larry Ertglarld—Sad he was
was fourth with 106 points. St. Franc-is "exteremly proud" of the junior high
of Louisville placed fifth with 94 points win this'week. "This is another ex110-•

of the Calloway County High state
champions in speech and debate," he
The Calloway _Junior High debate
_addedteam of Craig Kelly and vy Jarrett
England is assisted in -otiaching the
received second place in debate while
leana...hy..Wanda-Johnsen=
Sayre Jgrijor High. Lexington,---tookfirst place. Jarrett also was honored Patricia Lassiter is the eoach of the
and received a medal as one of the top middle school.
England left Sunday with 16
five speakers in the debate. •
members of the Varsity speech team
The junior high team also brought to compete in the National Forensic
home seven individual trophies. They League District Tournament April 6
included Sherri Mills, first, dramatic and 7, hosted by Morehead State
interpretation; Alan McClard, se- University. The first-place winners
cond, discussion and third, extem- will qualify for national competition.
poraneous speaking; Gina Brown,seEngland and the varsity 'speech
cond, extemporaneous speaking, team-with_ int-4e in the-varsity state
Charles Cathey, second, storytelling; tournament April 24-25.
die School with 74 points.

.•

the day,-a speech on
—Calm-Way County was one of six "Beautification" by Mrs. Johnson, is
counties receilwe federal approval for scheduled at 7 p.m. at the.thtiersity_
fundS—totalling $400,000 to deVelop - School auditorium. A public reception
public parks and outdoor recreation and receiving Itne will follow from 8 to
A BIRD IN THE HAND? — Heather Volker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
areas.
9 p.m. in the auditorium lobby.
John Volker, shares a few thoughts will "Big Bird" at the Che
The Calloway fiscal court was
, ri III. "Big
A Woman's Club spokesman said
Bird" made appearances Saturday at D and T Food Warehouse, the
awarded $9,000 to purchase 2.8 acres that buses will be available for the
Murray Theatres and the downtown area. He was sponsored by D
of land in Hazel for the development public and the press at the club house
of a community park.
and T,the theatres and the Downtown Merchants Association.
following the coffee.
In appling for the funds, communities agree.to pay half-of project
costs. The balance comes from the In-*
tenor Department's Land and Water
conservation Fund.
Andrew "Skipper" Martin, commissioner of the Kentucky Depart.1:;•
ment of Community and Regional
•••••
_
••••
• thewls-ace-paFt—
The committee chairman conceded, Jones unveiled embodies a tax reducBy CLIFF HAAS
of the $3.5 million allocation to Kenfi•
however, that "certainly over half- of tion of $30.5 billion.
Associated Press Writer
tucky from the U.S. Interior Departthe
administration's recommendaWASHINGTON (AP) — The chairThe package also calls for saving
ment's Heritage Conservation 'and
tions will win committee approval.
man of the House Budget Committee
$4.8 billion in 1982 by eliminating
Recreation Service.
• Jones' „alternatives _project an .government _waste and mismanageOther counties-- approved Were today proposed larger budget cuts
overall 1982 budget deficit of $24.6 !tient.
Campbell, Carroll, Fayette, Mc- than President Reagan has asked for
billion, compared to $45 billion- deficit
1982, and said the president wants to
Generally Democrats are taking
Cracken and R,Lsspll.
under the Reagan plan. Due to revised their cue from White House
spend too much for defense but not
estimates by the committee, however, statements that it's "business as
enough for social programs.
The committee chairman,. Rep. a direct comparision of Jones' plan usual" for the administration, and are
and the administration program is stepping up public- criticism of
James R. Jones, D-Okla., also said
Reagan's tax reduction proposal difficult.
Reagan's budget-cutting program
STATE CHAMPS — Calloway County's junior high speech and
Jones foresees spending $713.5 and moving ahead with attempts to
would cut too deeply into federal
debate
team captured the Junior Division State Championship of the
billion, compared to the $695.3 called derail it in the House.
revenues.
Kentucky
High School Speech League State Tournament April 3 and
Jones said in unveiling his alter- for by Reagan. However, the commitWhile the president was convalesKristy Clark, daughter of Mr. and -natives Reagan's
4.
Calloway
Middle placed sixth. Members of the teams include
to
proposals that he tee said its latest estimate of the ing from his bullet wound last week,
Mrs. George Clark of Dexter Route 1, wants
(from left, front row)Renee Taylor, Lori Burkeen, Craig Mitchell, Alan
to "improve on" the ad- Reagan program showed 1982 outlays Republicans in charge of the Senate
was crowned as Miss Tater Day in the ministration' recommendat
McClard, Angie Marshall, Chuck Cathey and Christy Arnold. (Back
s
ions. The would really be $717.3 billion with . a were- whipping through $36.9 billion in
contest held Saturday evening at Mar- Budget Committee
row)
$50.4
Lisa Williamson, Teresa Cavitt, Kelly DeWitt, Bill Chaney, Teresa
billion
deficit.
begins considering
cuts from former President Carter's
shall County High School, DraffenJones would achieve a smaller proposed budget for the fiscal year
Parker, Amy Schroader, -Gina Browns Janice Boggs, Tina Overby,
the Reagan plan later today.
ville.
Jones would restore money for deficit by making greater overall beginning Oct. 1, generally along the
Rhonda Watkins, Cindy HugheS7Tim Williams, Greg Douglas, Paula
Miss Clark, a junior at Calloway
several domestic programs Reagan spending. reductions than the ad- linerfirthe-presitleiit's prepusats
Warren and Larry England.
-7-...
County High School, was featured in --wants cut,including:
ministration proposed while not cutto
the Tater Day Parade this morning at
A total of $650 million for food ting revenues as much as the adBenton.
stamps; overall, $3.7 billion more ministration wants.
The contest Saturday was held prior
• For example, Reagan called for
than Reagan requested for an array of
to the appearance of Jerry Clower, •welfare programs.
personal and business tax cuts totalWASHINGTON
AP) — The sharp protest from the nation's interview that she understood
.
-comedian,at8 p.m.
wounded chief executive to the military preparation,s
A number of comrhunity and jug $51.3 billion in 1982. The package Reagan administration, led by
were under
new•
Special events for the Tater Day regional development
Kremlin, is waging its war of words way "that would be consistent
programs;
with an
festivities were held Saturday, Sun- overall $150
against the possibility of Soviet invasion of Poland
a
million increase from
day,and today.
military intervention in strike-torn
the Reagan program.
"A Soviet move ortVolanti would be
Various education and employPoland on three continents.
regarded 4s a really ,,graVe, deeply
ment training programs; a $2.8 billion
"There was a message sent from serious act and wouln profoundly
,
increase from the administration
President Reagan . to President upset _relations
between this country
Warrants
withheld
pending
have
been
issued
apprehension
in
recommendations.
by the
Leonid Brezhnev on Friday even- and the Soviet Union and prospects
A total of $650 million more for Calloway District Court charging two sheriff's department. Bond is set at ing," White House spokesman Larry for peace and harmonious relations.
Calloway Countians with five counts $2,000 each.
health programs.
Speakes said Sunday.
she said on NBC's "Meet the Press."
The two allegedly certified on five
In defense spending, the president each of making false vitat..inents in
Speakes refused to elaborate on the
Other high-level administration ofApril 6, 7:30 p.m., University
asked for $1...;.8 billion, but the com- order to obtain unemployment com- different occasions that they were not contents of the message, but NBC ficials spread similar
messages in
Jazi Ensemble Concert, Lovett
mittee said actual defense spending pensation from the Commonwealth of employed and not earning wages in hews reported it predicted long and their travels act-Ws
Atlantic to
the
Aucutorium, open to the public,
would come to $194.1 billion under his Kentucky unemployment compensa- order to draw unemployment corn- _wide-ranging consequences if the Red meet with U.S. allies.
no admission charge:
pensation when, in fact, they were. Army tries to quell Polish labor
plan. Jones proposes spending $189.7 ticn fund.
In Jerusalem, Secretary of State
According to county attorney Max working and drawing wages, accor- unrest.
billion for defense, a $4.3 billion cut
Parker, names of the two are being ding to Parker. This is a violation of
Various reports said a Soviet move Alexander M. Haig Jr. said the situafrom the adininistration request.
K RS 341.990(5).
.nto Poland would further delay tion in Poland "remains more tense
Misrepresentation in applying for renewed arms control negotiations than it has been. We've been-watching
unemployment benefits is a Class A and end the possibility of a U.S.-Soviet Soviet military steps with growing
concern."
misdemeanor unless the value of the summit anytime soon.
benefits received is $100 or more, in
The New York Times today quoted
"We have been following tnis situawhich case it is a Class D felony. A one unidentified American official as tion minute
by minute," he told
Class D felony carries a penalty of one saying the message used "strong reporters
Sunday.
•
to five years in the penitentary. Each language," although the newspaper
U.S. sources said the secretary of
of the accused is charged with five said both White House and, State state remained
in close touch with
felony counts.
Department officials asserted it was Washington throughout the day on the
not a threat or warning.
events in Poland..and Haig himself
Also sounding a note of urgency was said over the weekend he wa.•
U.N. Ambassador Jeane J.,, prepared to cut short his trip if the
Kirkpatrick, who said in a broadcast crisis deepended.

House Chairman WantscLarger
Cuts Than Reagan
_ s Proposal

Kristy Clark Is
Crowned Benton's
Miss Tater Day

Reagan Wages War Of Words

Gallery Of
The Arts

Two Local Persons Charged In
False Unemployment Claims

Local Man Arrested
On Charges From
Two Incidents
inside today

CHARITY BALL TICKET DRIVE — Plans ire in the making for the upcoming Charity Bill telephone ticket
sak drive. Shown being interviewed on WSW by Darrell Gibson, right, are, from left, Karen Covington,
-publicity co-chairman; Don Brock, Murray-Calloway Count* Mental Health-Mental Retardation Center
supervisor; Vickie Travis and Pete Lancaster, co-chairmen of the ticket sales committee. The drive
will
begin next week for the May 30 event. The proceeds from ths Charity Ball go to the center.

•

Terry Rule, 19, Route 1, Murray,
was arrested by Calloway County
Sheriff's officials Sunday afternoon
and charged for allegedly breaking into the Salem Baptist Church, Lynn
Grove, according to a sheriff's
spokesman.
Rule was charged with third-degree
burglary, the spokesman said. Bond
was set at $5,000Sunday, he added.
In another incident, Rule was
charged with theft by unlawful taking
under $100 for allegedly taking 22
cases of soda pop from the MurrayCalloway County country Club,. the
spokesman said.
The soda pop was reported missing
April 2,the spokesman said.
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mostly sunny
Mostly sunny today with highs
in the low 60s. Clear tonight with
lows in the low 40s. Sunny Tuesday morning but becoming partly
cloudy in the afternoon. Highs
Tuesday in the upper 60s to low
70s.
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exercise
My to keep exer cising to rthiintain it b
DFAR DR LAMB
a muscle has been
-Once
this increase"
husband doesn t know the dif
by exercise you can
enlarged
ference between a devoted
READER
DEAR
strength
wile and a nag He has a bad Remefltber that you are not maintain its size andexercises
habit that I wish he would enlarging the breast. only the by doing proper the same
stop He smokes like a chim- pectoral muscles behind the once a - week; Use
the
ney He knows it ma) cause_ breast That tna , increase routine ,you used to build
once a week
at
do
only
muscle,
but
lung 4artier -1 ye told him it
measurements
your chest
--ran afst, rause a--tteart-att3Cl.t— it will not increase the cup ,-rattier-ttrarr-tttree-nr more
to
He i Units that since ke has size Claims to the contrary times-a week This appliesthe
siiiokod all his lilt' it is too are false The breast is not a most muscles, including
late to improve his health by
muscle and you oan't enlarge pectoral muscles.
stopping smoking I think he is
%tong' He also says that if he
quit smoking he wautd gain
weight and that might cause
him to haYe a heart attack I
tell him he doesn t need to
gam weight 4um- because he
quits smoking
1 in really concerned about
!hi, and I dont want to be a
widow the rest 01 my life I've
tr led to tell him a good man is
hard to tind and his family has
.1 stake in his health, too, but
tk• won I listen Can ou help''
‘ou ha'.,' a Health Letter on
,rnoking please send it Mayne he will listen to you
It is
tit-•.AR READER
ha-rd to get anyone to do
in' thing about his or her lifeit the person doesn t
aqt .0 change That,applies _your
li AR" I a_ .in _a_ Je:uit priest who Just: finished
A visag
')11n
p ir iTularly to stopping smok- reading your magnificent oracle, "Advice to Teens," in
ing Your husband will need to February's Good Housekeeping magazine. That dynamic
it ant to quit for himself. not article is so useful, so positive, so practical, I simply must
Just to plea;e you
say "Congratulations!"
• Ile is wrong about not get- take time out to
For 30 years I've been combining my work at the local
...ing any benefits from stoppmg smoking Within days university with teachidg teens in high school, so I know
after you have quit smoking from nik contact with young people kii?w very important
will- „olig_nific_a_ntlY_
---dei•rease your risk of haying a
I arn certain that parents and teachers everywhere will be
heart attack or stroke In tam 'grateful to you_-for -this excellent article.
_ -• the risk- of having a heart
you.
prosper
and
love
you
God
attack May decrease to the
LONG-TIME ADMIRER
Mrne -rask„ that nonsraolceLL

Advice to Teens Also
Applies to Adults

the recital were Glenn Cole,
Danielle Rodriguez, Tim
Wilcox, Angela Logue,
Teresa Storey, Susan Jones,
Kevin Cole, Claire Bell,
Teresa
Ford,. Leslie
Franklin, and Mark
Hussimg, all of Murray, and
-Students" participating in Lisa Hunter of Farmington.

A special spring recital by
the piano students of Mrs.
Neale B. Mason was held on
Sunday afternoon, March 29,,
in the Recital Hall Annex of
the Fine Arts COmplex, Murray State University.

Pacers Homemakers Will
Meet At The Scott- Home
The Pacers Homemakers
Club'-will meet Wednesday,
April 8, at the home of Maxine Scott.
All members are urged to
attend, a spokesman said.
The club met March 11 at
Dakota Feed and Grain fora
luncheon meeting.
of the
PRINT SHOWING - Lou Ann Philpot of the Creative Arts Department
Tokyo,
from
artist
Murray Woman's Club shows the two prints by Manabu Saito,
artist
Japan, that will be featured at the special print showing and tea with the
house,
club
the
at
p.m.
8
to
4
from
himself present on Wednesday, April 8,
be on
located at Vine and South Seventh Streets. The top print, Red Tulip, will
will
Saito
amount.
this
of
$10
receiving
club
Murray
sale for $20 with the
Fern,
Green
the
of
print
the
give
also
and
purchaser
the
for
autograph the print
public is
shown at the bottom, to each one who purchases the other print. The
himartist
the
invited and urged to attend this special print showing and to meet

DEAR ADMIRER: Thank you, your letter made my Roadside Theatre from religious mystic, and U. S. passed down by close kin.
day! That article in February's Good Housekeeping Whitesburg, Kentucky will Marshall who was hanged in The New York Times has
- coming
magazine was part of my booklet,"What Every Teen•-=&
rri g
to M(gray Aate....11193 batlike ambush murder
ager Ought to Kncew."
fry
its
for
Mullins
of
moonshiner
audience
'the
Murray,
to
Theatre,
niverSity
- tffeadem The boiiklet- can be'obtained by writing *U
as
story
work
The
and
his
detective
gang.
perto
historical
p.m.,
8
at
13,
April
on
to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive, Beverly
the for the vanishing art of frorfHills, ('alif. 90212. Please enclose $2, plus a long, form its nationally acclaim- takes place during
ed'Redfox Second Hangin.' pivotal and vivid time of tier yarn spinning."
stamped i35t) self-addressed envelope.)
Roadside Theatre is a road
The performance is spon- Central Appalachia's first
reportedly
LA.
OF
DEAR ABBY: MRS. B. FLEMING
company with no resident
quoted Sam Levenson as giving credit to a Dr. Minofsky for sored by the Calloway Coun- coal boom.
The tale was pieced theatre. Since 1974, they
the discovery of insulin. I don't know who Minofsky is or ty'Public Library and MSU
was, but-my wife's relative, Sir Frederick,Grant Ranting Speech and Theatre Depart- together by Dudley Cooke have toured their unique
and Don Baker from the style of storytelling theatre
(1891-1941), 'together with Charles H. Best, made that ment.
discovery in 1921. Dr. Banting was not Jewish.
"Red'Fox Second liangin' history books, Old neNpaper throughout the South and to
(My source: Encyclopaedia Britanpica, .1962, Volume 3, is the story of M. B. "Doc" accounts, theretofore lost other parts
the nation,
page 79
Taylor, the. Red Fox of the court records, and most im- performed at Lincoln Center
Cumberlands. Taylor was a portantly, from conversa- and 'at the Festival of
heavy smokers are three'
red-bearded tions with old people who American Folklife in
times as likely to have.a'heart, DEAR MR. H.: My apologies. Dr. Banting and Dr. red-haired,
medical remembered the man or who Washington, D. C., and have
preacher,
popular
with
credited
indeed
were
)
a
Canadians
and_have
stroke
or
attack
Best (both
life span that -is 14 years having discovered insulin.
doctor, herb doctor, had memorized the stories had several successful runs
strorter than nonsmokers
York
dy .11
Ocl
No doubt Mr. Levenson an lie ed th n
ave •skar Minowski, the German scientist who with Dr.
,
•
City.
been interested in chest exer- Joseph von Mering introduced in 1889 the concept
Tickets will go on sale
cases to _develop my bust I've that diabetes results from suppression of a pancreatic
6 at theF'ublic Library,
April
the
been told that putting
substance later found to be a hormone that was
Street and at the Inpalms of Your hands together Main
710
-WM.-fate-Sod push-- named
Desk ,at the MSU
formation
Frances Drake
ing them against each other (My source: Encyclopaedia Britannica, 1977,
Building. AdUnion
Student
917.)
page
works If I do these exercises Volume VI,
FOR TUESDAY,APRIL?, 1981
mission is $2.50 for adults
• - and :enlarge- the pectorahs
will tomOr- tant matters prove lucky.
• .,___Fgaspues____aud___inerease_rits_11.EAKABBY: You told ALICE, who was shocked at being What kind of
and $1'•50 for children-trader
bustline, how long will 1 have invited to a 25th anniversary party and asked to pay forthe row be? To find out what the PISCES
12 and senior citizen.
cost of the meal and a gift, that such a request was of stars say, read the forecast (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
,
Roadside Theatre is parin
Sign.
erratic
birth
be
your
may
for
give**
Thinking
e
taste."
"questiOnabl
funded by the National
tially
you're
Later,
morning.
the
similar
a
My brother's and sisters and I recently used
more sure of yourself. A for- Endowment for the Arts, the
technique in organizing our parents' 50th anniversary ARIES
tunate turn of events affects Kentucky Arts Commission,
celebration: We invited guests, requested they pay for their (Mar.21 to Apr.
own banquet portions, but solicited no gift money. Over a Watch spending. Be cir- home matters.
-the.-Virginia Commission for
Good
YOU BORN TODAY are the Arts, and the Lyndhurst
50-year period our parents have accumulated myriad friends cumspect about money.brings
dark
idealistic and innovative.
and acquaintances who deserved to ibe invited. If all who news after
couples close together. Expect Your interest in humanity and Foundation.
been
to
not
have
able
we
would
tip,
shownhad
'were
'invited
He,
i4ecp
10
"Since there will be
some important insights.
its problems attracts you to
pay for the affair.
seating, people
social
limited
and
religion, politics
753.3314
If the financially beleague,Eed Middle. class desires to _TAURUS
a
20)
of
May
to
20
somewhat
(Apr.
You're
their tickets as
buy
work.
should
Ends Thurs.
initiate a pay-as-you-come polity in order to preserve some
Close ties do the unexarid are often in business,
middle-class traditions, who are you, an overprivileged pected. Meetings with friends loneryourself. Your criticar soon as possible," a
for
spokesman for the event
• Media mogul, to tell us this is of "questionable taste"? And
are helpful. Late evening nature, tempered by idealismp
stated.
who is arrogant ALICE to tell us to "skip it"?
hours bring opportunity, for serves you well in law, music,
How come it's tasteful for wealthy politicos to charge
For more information call
employment.
poetry and
philosophy
or 762-4517. 753-2288
-literature.
GEMINIto June
distasteful for the middle class to charge $30-a-plate to raise (May
21
20)
the spirits of two magnificent people?
Behind-the-scenes career
your moves bring advantages.
rthink -what is of "questionable taite,"
insinuation and ALICE'S-pettiness. Sincerely,
Ends Thurs.
Social life is on the upswing.
THE REV. ALAN F. STEINKE, Expect pleasant times and
9 23
VALLEY_ STREAM, N.Y. new romantic interests.
James Coon
CANCER.
( June 21 to July 22) ISO
In
Social contacts are helpful
to your career. Children act
erratically. An unexpeeted invitation arrives. Enjoy
domesticity later.
ATKIN,
LEO
vuTvu%
22)
Aug.
to
23
(July
The power
Work progress is mixed.
of evil...
visits prove rewarding.
Local
FINAL
THE
will be -highly apFriends
CONFLICT
preciative of favors you exN
tend them and will
reciprocate.
VIRGO
•Experienc--ed Counselors
•Sauna
( Aug. 23 to Sept.,22)
•Diet Consultation
•Sun BootheSSome mix-ups in com•Privote Lockers. . •Cardiavascular
are possible, but
munication
enomated
A tow
Dressing Rooms.
Developmentshare new ideas with close
earravappata'
wsktt Ossoot
Showers and Vanity Stress Reduction Program
ties. Later, career and financial prospects improve.
TFfE
.1;;;Ie
To Old Bool
mim.....
LIBRA
AnisTocAr Nommomm;ext
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Close ties are affectionate.
Financial problems are
resolved by day's end. Travel
brings benefits. Pleasant news
from a distance.Vim can base himread The
Health Letter numbor
.--CigaiefieS, _Cigars.
T n•
- am- se iiflg
- toes
you Others who want this
sWi
.Tong : staaikd. ieTraddresSed
envelope for it to me in care
. of this newspaper. P 0 Box
1551. Radio City Station. New
York..NY10019:
With effort you can avoid
'gaming' weight When'you stop
smoking -The effort is in controlling _vour calorie intake
and perhaps increa,sing your
exercise StatisticS shOw 'that
even the gain of a few pounds
is not as dangerous as continu-

Your Individual
Horoscope

N

E

-

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
You'll receive behind-thescenes help now. Keep financial moves confidential.
Younger people are entertaining. Enjoy privacy later.
1
.0#
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec 21) '‘
You'll be plewed with social
and romantic developments
now. You'll come up with an
ingenious solution about a
work problem.
- 114
CAPRICOM
1
, (Dec.22to Jan. 19) 7,
A change in plans is likely
concerning a social event.
Capitalize on a new work opportunity. Don't sell yourself
short. Aim for the top.
AQUARIUS
.(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ""'
A home *problem could interfere with concentration on
work, but by day's end you'll
have the right answers. Ma-

*
in,

VALVOLINE
Vavoline
1 OW40

Motor Oil

Jean Smith presented a
lesson on "Low Cost Meals,"
_ahcl Maxine Scott a lesson on
"The Look of Spring."
The devotion was given by
Florene Shoemaker. Landscaping suggestions were
presented by Susan Griffin.
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Community Event Are Listed
Monday,April6
Reservations for the buffet
supper to be served by the
Hazel Woman's Club for the
Hazel School Alumni
Association banqueton April
18 should be made by today
by mailing check for 65 per
person to Hazel Alumni
Association, Hazel, Ky., or
call Tim Scruggs, Brenda
Overcast, Toni Jones, or
Bracie Knight.

Tuesday,April 7
Tuesday, April 7
Wednesday, April 8
Prenatal Nutrition Class,
Singles Class of Seventh
Homemakers Clubs will
sponsored by Murray- and Poplar Church of Christ meet as follows: Pacers with
Calloway county Hospital, is scheduled to meet at lc,Maxine Scott at 9:30 a.m.;
will be taught by Suzanne p.m. at the church building. Pottertown at Colonial
Seeley, registered dietitian,
House Smorgasbord at 10
at 1:30 p.m. at the hospital
Malley TOPS (take off a.m.; New Concord with
cafeteria. All expectant pounds sensibly) Club will Mrs. Ed Davis at 1 p.m.;
mothers and their guests are meet at 7 p.m. at the Health South Pleasant Grove with
Tuesday,April 7
Center.
Hilda Orr at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Preschool Cor- welcome.
poration will have open
Free blood pressure check
Lynn Grove United
Murray Assembly No. 19
house froth 7 to 9 p.m.
will be from 12 noon to 2 p.m. Order of the Rainbow for Methodist Church Women
Douglas Civic Improve, Women's Guild of St. Leo's at the Seventh Day Adventist Girls will meet at 7 p.m. at will meet at 2 p.m.
ment Club will meet at 7 Catholic Church will meet at Church, South 15th and the lodge hall.
Goshen United Methodist
p.m. at the Douglas Centex. k30 p.m. at the Parish Sycamore Streets.
Annual awards banquet of Church Women will meet at
Center.
Delta Department of Mur- Murray State Agriculture 7 p.m. at the church. .
Murray-Calloway Camera
Club is scheduled to meet at Group II of First Christian ray Woman's Club will meet Club will be held at 7 p.m. at
Blood pressure will be
7 p.m. at the First United Church CWF will meet at 2 at 7:30 p.m. at the club the Colonial House
house.
Mrs.
Dr.
Ray
home
checked
of
the
at
p.m.
Mofield
for the Senior
Smorgasbord
is
the
.
Methodist Church social
Uldine Evans, 911 North scheduled speaker.
ClItizens at the Hazel Center
hall.
16th, with Mrs.' Lenore
Spring Week activities will from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Lunch
Kappa Department of include coffee house, Al be served at 1145 am .
Recovery, Inc., will meet Moore, Mrs. Hazel
at 7:30 p.m. at the Health Wainscott, and Mrs. Jessie Murray Woman's Club has amateur night and movie at
Douglas Center will 'be
Center, North Seventh and Carman as cohostesses. Pro- postponed its meeting to Murray State University.
gram and devotion will be by April 21.
open froni 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Olive Streets.
Mrs. Frances Churchill and
Exhibit in graphic design for activities by the Senior
Gladys Williamson Group by Iceith _Ball, Crestwood, Citizens, with lunch at 12
United Methodist Women Mrs. Verna Roberts. Each is
of Sinking Spring Baptist will open at the University noon.
of Coldwater Church are to bring love gifts.
Church
will meet at 7:30 Center Gallery, Murray
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m.
Secend session of church p.m. at the home of Vicky State University, and will
Overeaters Anonymous
will meet at 12 noon on the
continue through April 1,9.
Murray Lodge No. 105 wide mission study of "The Willoughby.
second Tloor of the Baptist
Free and Accepted Masons Latin Americans" will be at
Concert by Murray State Student Center.
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the 7 p.m. at the Hazel United ' Alcoholics Anonymous will
Methodist Church with Dr. meet at 8 p.m. at the west University Wind Ensemble
lodge hall.
United Campus Ministry
Keith Heim to show slides of end of the Livestock and Ex- will be .at 8:15 p.m. at the
luncheon will be at 12:30
Lovett Auditorium.
Community Chorus is Mexico and seven South position Center.
p.m. at the Ohio Room,
scheduled to practice at American countries.
Parents Anonymous will
Ellis Center will be open University Center, Murray
Calloway Public Library at
First Baptist Church WMU meet at 630-p,m.
For infer- -from 10-s•rnr-t0
for-ar- -State -Iiinvet sit, with—Dr.
11111 meet at 9:30 a.m. at the thation -call 753-5995
or 435. tivities by the Murray Senior Phillip Sparks as speaker.
church.
4395.
Citizens with program on
Front Porch Swing
"Drug-Adrftinsitration" by
iic-Jday fr
nle at 10:30 a.m., Rplirning Students United
First Christian Church at 7
lunch at 12 noon,an recreap.m.
tion at 12:30 p.m.
Room 101, Ordway Halt,
Mtifeay State' tniVersitSr.
Spring Week will open at
Dexter Senior Citizens will seminar on Test Taking
Murray State University
with a street dance and
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the Dex- Skills will be held. .
United Campus ministry of Murray State University ter Center.
cookout behind Winslow
Free TB Screening ProCafeteria and a performance will hold a luncheon Wednesday front 12:30 until 1:20 p.m.
by the Jazz Band and Combo in the Ohio Room of the University Center, room 304.
Senior Citizens Centers gram will be held from 10
"What Is 'The Church'?" will be the program presented will be open from 10 a.m.to 2 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Univerat 8:15 p.m. at Lovett
by Dr. Phillip D. Sparks, assistant dean, College of En- p.m. at Hazel with lunch at sity Center, Murray State
Auditorium.
vironmental Sciences. He has a B.S., Purdue University; 11:45 a.m. and at Douglas University.
Olga Hampton WMU of the M.A., DePaql University; Ph.D.,Purdue University.
with lunch at 12 noon.
Sinking Spring Baptist
UCM luncheons are held each Wednesday of the
Murray Bass Club will
Church will meet at 7:30 semester. Coffee is furnished by the ministry, and food
meet at 6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
First
United
Methodist
p.m. at the church.
may be purchased at the tea room or cafeteria and taken
Stockade.
to the Ohio Room,on the third level, for the luncheon pro: Church Women will meet at
Coldwater Baptist Church
10 a m in Hale(-ha I. with
Circles of First United
Women's Organization will
The luncheons are for students, faculty and interested Linda Stockton to present Methodist Church Women
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of persons
the program on "A Twen- will
fror the surrounding community.
meet as follows:
. Judy Darnell.
tieth Century Emmaus
Wesleyan with Pattie Moody
Walk." Coffee will be served at
6:30 p.m.; Ruth Wi&in at
at 9:30 a.m. in the social hall. social
hall at 7:30 p.m.
Monday,April6
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon with
Jessie Wooden at 7 p.m. and
Kathleen Jones with Hazel
Tarry at 7:15 p.m.

r. Sparks o pea
At The UCIVI Luncheon

AT LUAU - Members of the Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Tour
Group are pictured at the luau while on a recent tour of the
Hawaiian Islands.

Senior Citizens Group
Tours Hawaiian Islands
The
Murray-Calloway
County Senior Citizens' Tour
Group recently spent 10 days
in the Hawaiian Islands.
They visited Waihiki Beach
in Honolulu, Punch Bowl
Crater, Pearl Harbor, and
the- Polynesian Cultural
Center.
The local group then went

to the big island Of Hawaii to Kauai Resort Hotel. They
tour the Hawaiian Volcano visited many interesting
National Park seeing the places of interest and a
Giant Fern Forrest, special event was a luau.
Thurston Lava Tube, Those pictured at the luau
Kilauea Volcano, Hale were Isabelle Brown, Flora
1,tk
aTrooapnie
c Sylvia Atkins,
d
MauMau Firepit, and other Ford,.
-Thomas— Murray, NiEllon
points of interest. The next stop was at Vance, Kevil, Mr. and Mrs.
Wolters. Edgar
Likue. Kauai staying at the H.
Mickey Holly, Paducah, Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Word.

THE ACES*IRAG.coR

and Rose Vanderjogt, Paris,
Tenn., Jean Stone and Lorraine Jellurn, Phoenix, Ariz..
T'AiStit0.4:40491W441PA,efk..-':
Charles Vance, Chester
Thomas, H. D. Brown,
Jewell Walston, Estelle
Johnson, Ester Sigmon,
Clara Fitts, Frances Coil,
Hazel Watson, Mr. and Mrs.
Avery Jennings, Forest Jennings, Bardwell, Mr. and
Mrs. Euroll Andrils and
Stella- Food, - -Mayfield,
Catherine Weitlauf, Mr. and
Mrs. Forrest Flournoy,
Paducah, Robert Crenshaw,

East
South West
North
--244aaa,prPseryes aCithin1_411
Wake Iritiwyt-as- pass
help "- Anatole Prance
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead Heart five
Declarer could have
saved his touchy game had an easy ten tricks.
he sought the help of time.
Aces are meant to capInstead, he grabbed the first ture the opponents' high
trick offered and he missed cards. But not when it's
his chance to score his vul- more ihiportant to keep a
nerable game.
particular opponent from
North jumped to three gaining the lead.
.
diamonds over South's double to show intermediate
Bid with Corn
strength (9-11 points). A. bid South holds. 4-6-B
of two diamonds would have
•6 2
•K Q 1072
promised little or nothing in
•K 5 3
the way of high cards.
A*
West led tne heart five
North
and Fay Pyle, Ruth Banker,
and East's queen was gob- South
l•
1 40
Ophie and Sharon Steele,
bled up by South's ace. 1 NT 341
Trumps were drawn and the
Murray, Helen Herndon and
diamond finesse lost,.
to ANSWER: • Four spades. Eva Fuqua, Farmington,
East's king. - East saw no With two trumps- and a Rupert and Geneva Moore, ,
future without two club shaky diamond holding, it's
tricks and since he couldn't ,better to raise partner's Clinton, and Margarita
gainfully lead clubs himself, invitional bid than to gam- Marsden, Far Lands Travel
Agency.
he led his heart seven so t_te_Air three ioommik'um
that West might win the
trick. West won and he knew
• The Weekly Wednesday in April for Returning Students what to do. A quick club
United at Murray State University will be held Wednes- shift netted the defense two
more tricks and the game
ot':
day, April 8,from 8 to 9:30 a.m. in Room 101, Ordway Hall, went down
*otv
a not too quiet
MSU.
oneA seminar on Test Taking Skills will be presented at the
South could have made
meeting this week. This is open to-all interested returning his game by remembering
something about the bidding
students.
and giving East credit for
holding most of the high
Good Thru
cards. After East opened the
April
25, 1981
bidding, there was virtually
no chance that the diamond
finesse would win. And to
' A free TB Screening Program will be held Wednesday,. ensure that West would nev-April 8, from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the University Center, er get the lead. South should
-Murray State University.
refuse to win the first heart.
This tuberculosis program will be sponsored by Public East's queen holds but he is
Health, Student Health, and Nursing Department on the in no position to -attack the
clubs, so he exits with a secMurray State campus.
ond heart. Declarer wins
and draws trumps but when
With Our
he loses the diamond
finesse, East cannot reach
West's hand for the vital
END OF WINTER SPECIAL
club shift and declarer has
g14;,YQA$

- Weekly Wednesday.
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KENTUCKY WINNER - Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Woodmen of the World, Unit
827, Murray, is pictured with the first place trophy won for their scrapbook entry
at the WOW Jurisdictional Connvention held in Owensboro, March 27 to 29.
The scrapbook will be sent to the National convention in Kansas City in July. The
sorority has won first for the scrapbook at the state level for the past four conventions, and at the national level placed second in 1975,first in 1977, and third
in 1979. Members attending the state meet were, left to right, first row, Bettye
Baker, Loretta Jobs, Marilyn Herndon, Donna Garland, Ann Spann, Sara Alexander, second row, Gayle Smith, Martha Andrus, Linda fain, Diana Lyons, and
Joyce Haley. In attendance but not pictured were Judy McCarty and Judy
Scruggs.
©1974 (Ar.,t.an..
( Au,het on kr

West A,..•

TB Screening Program

Ingllei
I)kir
Carpets

OSPITAL NEWS

NORTH

4-CA

CARPET.. ROG

6
1095
43
ray; Milton E. Walston, Rt.
."
CLEARING
8, Murray.
• 0 INCLIMING LARGE
•A Q 1097
Burie V. Waldrop, 109 WEST •K 2
COMMERCIAL MOS
North Ninth Street, Murray;
, EAST
Miashosem $26.00 Tkliot
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
John W. Gamlin, Rt. 1, •J11 97 54
(Walt- to Wall, or In Our Modern Plant)
Greer, baby girl (Peggy
•6K 2Q 10 7 2 ,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Mary •4 2
111( 5 3
Sue)RC 2, Box 163, Murray.
* FREE ESTIMATES *
Belle Hopkins, Rt. 8, Mur- *98 5 4 3
Daniel, baby girl (Elaine)
Phone 753-2553
ray; Joel R. Taylor, Hazel;
Rt. 5, Box 231, Murray.
William B. Nance, M. 2,
8
1
85 :
SOUTH;
1463 Q 6
Puryear Tenn.; Wallace G.
DISMISSALS
"Tits Cleaner Istsrssted Is You"
• 10 7
Will D. Mobley, 2305 White McCoy, Rt. 3, Union City,
60$ Maio St. Mousy Ky.
Tenn.;
Cal
0.
Bazzell, 10922
Vulnerable
North-South.
Gate /
3
42H, Columbia, Mo.;
Dealer: East. The bidding:
„IV O Mier
Angela Y. Foster, 402 North E. Jefferst), Detroit, Mich.
Second Street, Murray;
Aster Derek D. Crass, 1604
Catalina Court, Murray;
James M. Parker, 243
Riviera Court, Murray;
Diana R. Foster, 407 L. P.
Miller, Murray; Jorine Kendall, 205 Pine Street, Murray.
Mrs. Karen W. Boyd, 211
South. 16th Street, Murray;
Crystal L. Curd, Rt.
Hazel; Paul F. McClain, Rt.
2, Puryear, Tenn.; Willie L.
"GRANNY'S COOKIN IN OUR KITCHEN"
Thomasson, Rt. 2, Hickory;
Willie W. Kinel, 102 Pine
309 N.16th
Street, Murray; Cynthia A.
753-4477
Knight, 704 Poplar Street,
Murray.
Git A Load Of These Vittles!
Lisa M. Moore, Rt. 5, MurMonday, April 6th thru Sunday,
ray; Kendy L. McCool,
April 12th
_Wood:int% Murray; Leland
L. Lawrence, Rt. 1, Kirksey;
Bacon or Sausage, 2 Eggs (cooked
Roger G. Dawson, Rt 1, DexCountry Ham,2 Eggs(Cooked Any
any way) Grits or Hash Browns,
ter; Mrs. Janet B. Ward,
Way) Grits, or Hash Browns,
1705 Magnolia Drive, MurBiscuits; Sausage Gravy,Jelly,and
Biscuits, Redeye Gravy,Jelly, ButButter.Coffee Included.
ter and Coffee
Regular Price 02.110
nogniar Price $3.50
USE ROLLING PIN
For Only $1.75
For Only
Use a rolling pin to press
down vinyl floor tiles. This
*Sorgrum Molasses Included With Both
Meals*
way all your weight is evenly
EAT'N HOURS:
distributed and the glue
Sun Thru Wed.5 a.m.-21 p.m.
Aoreads evenly.
Thum Tiara gat.5a.m.-2

Adults 109
Nursery 4
3-27-B1

:

BOONE'S CLEANERS

Sunday's my
only free day.

9

\\\\\\1\\ 4*

CS/Rfil

ri/

All of us don't have the lux7ry

of a four, or even a five
day week. Sunday may be the only day we can really
call our own.
God gave us seven days every week. Giving Him a
few hours in return on Sunday doesn't seem a lot to ask.
We get so much from Him and most of us give back so
little.
At the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) we are
trying to show God our gratitude for His wealth of giving. Come on in Sunday and give God back an hour or
so.
We c.act give Him more if you're here with us,. _

1111111 1111111a

II

5.a.m.to

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr. David C. Roos, Minister

2

111111 liii

a.m.

2.50
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A team from theNational Institute
of Mental Health Clinical Research
Center of Lexington presented
assembly programs at Murray High
School and Calloway County High
School. They were introduced by
Willard Ails, chairman of the
Calloway dainty,Dnig Council,and J.
Donald Brock, aleohol and drug consultant, Mental Health Center.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mary
Ray Stark, 96, Hubert Marshall, 67,
and Joe Harrell,84.
Karen Alexander was named as
champion of the Calloway County 4-H
bob Fashion Show held at Calloway
County High School.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilrnon Armstrong of
North 18th Street, Murray, are
observing their golden wedding anniversary today. A reception is planned April 11 at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
Gingles Wallis of Wallis Drugs,
Murray, attended the meeting of the
National Board of Pharmacy held at
San Francisco,Cal.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Underwood announce the engagement of their
daughter, Patty Jane, to Larry T.
Campbell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Cliff
Campbell.
.
Births reported include a girl to
Pitt. arid Mrs. Terry Wayne Mott,
March 26,a girl to Mr.and Mrs. Jerry
Don Duncan, March 31, and a boy to
Mr.and Mrs. Ronnie David Harrison,
April
•
,

Z
By FLOYD NORRIS
the electric energy produced in the
AP Business Writer
country.
---\\'t
ar •
--,...
If the utilities have to gut back on
NEW YORK(Al)f- The nation's
coal strike, which as supposed to coal, they will probably increase oil
last only a few days, has turned burning, by changing some plants
serious with fears that it may Outlast that can be converted arid by using
the record 111-day strike in 1977 and other oil plants not now in use.
With oil substantially more
- • -1978.
The rejection by members of the sive than coal, that will sult in
United Mine Workers union of a new higher costs for consumers and will
1
I
.. 1
contract does not raise immediate boost American oil imports, which
fears of power shortages, since have been down substantially this
utilities have adequate coal supplies year a-s higher prices have led to confor at rea-st a Iew months and can turn servation. That conservation has put
.
•,/,,,,trtveeeeepo oe,,///////,//,',//
...........
.. ..
.
pressure on oil exporters to-moderate
..
tn other fuels in limited amounts.
/////////‘.
growing
their prices, but the coal strike could
But it threatens the
/////////
,
......
,
/ 4,////////////
American export market for coal arid ease that pressure,.
The immediate losers from the
is likely to increase oil imports at a
07
time when there is increasing strike, of course, are the companies
pressure on oil producers to cut that produce coal using 'union
workers, as well as the workers and,
prices.
-.The coal strike began March 27, in the railroads that haul the coal. The inside Report
By Rowland Evans and Robert Novak
keeping with the union's no-contract- union leadership also has been hurt,
no-work tradition_ but union officials arid UMW efforts to organize the
were confident that a new contract rapidly expanding western coal inproviding raises of more than 30 per- dustry has probably been set back.
In other business news this past
cent over three - years would be
week:
- ratified.
- _
-the government -Yeported that
alid so-far nn• new-talks
It _wastit,• • -have been scheduled. A large majori- wholesale prices rose 1.3 percent in
ty of- union members apparently op- March, the largest increase in eight
posed a union concession that allowed mont, with food and energy prices
WASHINGTON '-' Although the was incessant repetition over network side the White House told us. An of- CalloWay County has the lowest incompanies to buy non-union coal, providing the biggest increases. The White House was belatedly ordered television Monday afternoon of the ficial from another department said fant death rate of any county in the
a
•
Stop -brief-segment of Al Haig in-the White privately that Haig had affronted state with the exception of tiny
S ra 'price controls ahd seems unlikely to - assaulting Secretary of State Alex- House press room. Along with the most Cabinet members gathered in Robertson County in nottheastern
union pension fund.
There are several reasons why the continue in future months.
. ander Haig in order to preserve his ef- president's own doctors, he had no the Situation Room "because he. in- Kentucky, according to a release
prospect of a long strike is not as alar- . from the Kentucky Department of
fectiveness - abroad, the anti-Haig idea whether a national calamity was sisted on taking over."
_
at hand..When he heard deputy White
•
Yet White House chief of staff Health.
•illawasaiLmayaeurstiatitotacism......taagaipaign has--ideological-roots-hav-/
The UMW once dominated coal proHouse
Deaths
reported
include Mrs. Cora
press
secretary
Larry
Sakspe
James
A.
Baker
III
at
the
hospital
had
. ing nothing to do with his conduct
• duction, but its share has been steadi
unable to auswer a question about designated Haig as his White House' Wilson,88,and Ed Lassiter,93.
of
President
„.
after
'
the
shooting_
,
ly declining, and last year amounted
-Reagan. Its origin is his hard anti- military alert, Haig rushed to face the 'contact point. As secretary of state, Brown C. Tucker, chairman of the
.
.
to only about 44 percent. Thus, there
press.
Easter Seal Sale in Calloway County,
e
I
e ti•ommunist policy, especially his Haig was understandably over- Haig has clear legal Cabinet announced yesterday-that $693.90 had
• . .The Lord God, merciful
will be more non-union coal available,
precedence. As a career military of!noire to save El Salvador.
. Although some nonunion mines in.the and gracious, longsuffering.
less than ficer, he understands military com- been raised locally thusfar.
At issue is more than Haig's sudden wrought. He was,thei
,• East have been closed by the strike,
and abundant in goodnessand dash from the White House Situation precise in attempting to'say he was munications, alert readiness and Tommy Lassiter and Charles
In addition, this strike comes at_a truth. Exodus 34:6.
'
Room to the newsroom upstairs to -doing all that could be done in the cenunand and control; Weinberger Eldridge took first place honors in the
alsoRm
time of_y.ear when utilities coal needs
- -as_striet_ag___reassufeaRagehizednation_theafter_ absence of both president and vice has spent only two months at the Pen- Sub-District FFA contests held _at
are declining from the winter peak
South Marshall High School. They are
noon of March 30. That irritated president. That lent itself to easy tagon.
before rising again as air-conditioning .hell. Men -and women have to Defense Secretary Caspar distortion. Television 'commentators
Baker and presidential counselor from the College High School Chapter.
decide which path they will Weinberger, worried about - his owl- said flatly Haig had confused the legal Edwin Meese III have seen to it that of theFuture-Farmers-of America. .
needs increase,
Last year utilities burned 80 percent pick: choose life, choose a uthori
Mr. and Mrs. Harry I. Sledd are
anonformed White • succession, putting himself third in- anti-Haig propaganda from the adcoal consumed
consumedth
the nil
o
sceia
of
spending
the weekend with their
fifth.
Worse,
they
appeared
to
goods
ministration
will
choose
stop.
Belatedly,
they
Christ;
House concern about Haig as a team
States,and coal provided 51-percent of
player. The news media promptly put be using that segment to plant the are alarmed at the implications of a daughter, Mrs. Max Olson and Mr.
Olson,Indianapolis,Ind.
Gen. Haig--in--the -uniform- of -Capt. . idea that Haig . was, exploiting the denatured chief diplomat.
•
assassination
The Murray State College Racers
attempt
to
further
But
the
media
present
a
larger
proQueex,on_tbe_brink Of.lunacy.
blem for Haig. He was,
first.selected beet St. Leeds in a double header
This anti-l-faig campaign has many himserf•
Such treatment is not unique for for public flogging during his Senate baseball game here on April 4. Dan earmarks of past attaas On any high
official in any administration willing Haig. Brzezinski was the constant confirmation hearings. The role Pugh and Henry Schwier were winn•
to condemn communist aggression. target of the news media, particularly enlarged when Haig lost to Bush as ing pitchersfor Murray.
The most recent victim was- Zbigniew after speaking out against Soviet ag- crisis manager and played his cameo
Brzezinski, President Carter's na- gression in Africa. The attack at home- role in the March 30 drama._ But his
A fire breaking out shortly after 5
scene of the attack. How did it hap- tional security adviser. Before that,in mircored the savage assault on him in crusade against communist expanBy JAMES GERSTENZANG
_
the
Soviet
press.
Moscow's
p.m.
propaganyesterday threatened the entire
sion
seems
to
be
the
real
reason
that,
the
early
Vietnam
WardayaTtlie
viepen'? Who was responsible?
-Associated Press Writer
da barrage against Haig,following his like Brzezinski and McNamara, Haig south side of the block on East Main
se
One White House official responsi- -the-wasDefenSecrehlii_
WASHINGTON
AP - Jim
--hard-line against communist expan-- isflt-for
Street between Third and Fourth
•
I
sionism
in
El
Salvador,
has
not
Streets. The fire started apparently in
mat.
_
I
he
press
is
trying
to
do
a,real
jo
h
chair is no longer empty.
reporters covering the president was
the rear of Nance's Store and burned
A furry black toy bear, wearing a livid when he found out it was sug- on Al Haig," one White House aid told ched the anti-Brzezinski poison; but it
Maglit Sys&
rapidly on _the interior catching the
Chicago Cubs baseball hat,sits there,.-„ge_steKI that his office had allowed.the. us.-That.- indictment. represents a far exceeds Kremlin criticism of
pool hall above on fire.
in place of the White House press alleged assailant to enter an undefin- sharp about-face by the president's Cyrus Vance and Edmund Muskie.
James F. Hughes, chief
secretary gravely wounded in Mon- ed press area from which the shots men who had been doing-their own Again,attacks at home coincided with
the
Soviet
abuse.
storekeeper,
USN, son of Mr. and
"real
job
on
Al Haig" the past two
day's attack on President Reagan.
were fired.
The undermining of Haig's prestige
_ Mrs. Thomas F. Hughes, is serving
Brady's nickname is "the bear."
There was alsoSome feeling within months. Theychanged only when the
aboard the Destroyer Escort USS
The stuffed creature was placed in the. White House that the Secret Ser- battering of Haig endangered U.S. abroad began during controversy
over
crisis
management.
Evidence
Wiseman which is supplying electriciforeign
policy,
vice
had been lax abouLkeeping the
the chair sometime --after doctors
ty to the port of Masan,Korea.
What startled White House aides-vas the statement attributed over
reported -encouraging signs--;about oublic out of the press area.
-televisiorr- to-- -a- - Middle --Eastern
The list of-jurorsfor the term of CirBrady'S iSragress in recovering ftb-M
diplomat
believed
within
the
adcuit
Court to start April 9 with Judge
a bullet wound in the brain.
Ira b.Smith presiding is published toBy JOHNCUNNIFF ministration to be-an Israeli official,
It is one of the few upbeat symbols
but not ambassador Ephraim Evroh
day.
around-the White House. The initial
- that Haig's usefulness on hiseirrl,
--gcliard Lawrence, r relicts WNW,—
shriek of the attack outside a
rent trip to the Mideast had become
Ann White, Charlotte Lee, Glenda
Washington hotel has worn off. The
questionable.
Scarbrough, Willa Dunn Waldrop,
immediate fears that Brady . would
The degenerative process was
Buddy White, James „Pliillips, Freed,
NEW YORK
- From now nonprofit disseminator oriiribiased inlose his fight for-life have dissipated.
Curd, Billy Denham, Pat Brandon,
Gone, too, is the euphoria that came through May is anneal meeting time, formation on .U.S. corporate prac- hastened in the hours after the.
and Maxine Orr are mentbers of the
with reports that the 70-yea veld presi- and thousands of -''‘k social-issue tices„ especially as they affect the assassination attempt by administration officials. "Haig'. has mortally
_cast of the play,"Aunt Cathie's Cat,"
dent, -was- -making-progress- in- -his shareholders know_it„:They_ are _ a oaitty_of
to be presented April 7 by the senior
recuperation from '`a gunshot wound in regular part now of the perennial spr- • Althou:/trhe anti-communists wounded ,himself," one official outclass of HazefHigh School.
ing rite- it's conscience,some say. • resolutions represent "the most
the left lung. „
The Murray Rope and Garden Club
No matter What's been said, con- dramatic development," according to
They have given way to an effort to
will
be host for the Audubon RegiOn
science
isn't
necessarilya
new
word
Karpen,
they
are
not'
the
most
return -to business as usual, and
annual session in 1952. „
humor some of_ it of the gallows to corporations, since some have numerous. For the second straight
made sizeable donations to philan- year, he reports, South Africa and
nature.
,The shooting2 cracked one White thropy. Still, it seldom, was a matter-- anti-nuclear resolutions dominate the
-TIOU-Se
--itaff Member
tfigh on The agenda ,at annual list.
By The Associated Press
The source of nuclear_ resolutions
.•
questions'raised while Reagan cam- m eetings.
Today is Monday, April 4, the 96th
_seems
to
be
inch
*vidual
stockholders
- paigned for the presidency,"puts the
For the most part, it isn't now,
Heartline is a service for senior - 1. Beware of confidence operators. day of 1961. There are 269 days left in
'age issue to rest."
, either. Most shaieholders still like to and grassroots organizations rather citizens: Its purpose is to answer ques2. bon't speculate. If you are an the year.
At 8 a.m. EST Tuesday, the day - hear-the usual reports about profits: than established institutions, but tions and solve problems. If you have average investor, invest. Do not
Today's highlight in history:
after the.shooting, and again attlam. ne* products and the dividend /hose concerning South Africa are a question..or a problem not answered
speculate. The amatuer. who "plays On April 6, 1917, the United States
Wednesday, 20 tO 25. White House -of- outlook. Many attend for comrideitie.' from church and academic groups.
in these columns, write to Headline,a the market" is-asking for trouble.
declared war on Germany.
Often filing their resolutions. 111East Dayton St., West
who make uft the senior staff,..For some,it's a -social event.
Alexandria, • 3. Be sure you can afford it.
'On this date:
But,not,for, those who seek to uplift through the Interfaith Center on Cor- Ohio 45181, You will receive a prompt
_gathered. in the Ron.sevOt 1.100m
4.
siness with firms you know In 1909, American explorer Rdliert
business
.porate
Responsi
bility, the churches reply, but you must include a selfacro,s a corridor from the Oval Of- the corporate social conscience. Inand. tp°
E.Peary reached the North Pole.
fice, as they do each morning, to creasingly, they.force votes on other challenge bank 1oans, Sales and phi- addressed, stamped -envelope. The
5. If you are going to invest, learn In 1945, US. naval forces scored a
discuss their work for the day.
matters, and they come ready,4 motion of the Krugerrand, treatment most useful replies will be printed in
more about investing.
major World War II victory over the
.f black workers and sales to police this column.
One participant said that both days, throw questiops sharp as speacs_o
6. Before buying...think!
Japanese
at Kyushu.
,
the initial topic was the progress be- Often they have unsolicited advice for and military. Among other cornHEARTLINE: I am seriously con7. Beware ef securities that ate of: In 1964, United Nations officers aring made by the president and Brady, the chairman,- and sometimes they ponies, Control. Dina, Sperry and sidering- investing some money
'fered over the telephone by strangers, ranged a ceasefire between waning
Fluor have been asked in such res,Ilu- stocks. I have never done
as well as the Secret Sesaise agent put him in an emtarassing situation.
this before,
8. Don't listen to high-pressure sales Greek ahd Turkish Cypriot com•
tions to terminate business there.
and the District of Columbia
and don't really know what precau- pitches.
munities in western Cyprus.
In
short,
they
have
the
capacity
to
policeman who were hit at the same
a athermy
tions to take in order to protect
9.
Be
sure
you
understand
the
risks
In 1972,Egypt severed ties with Jortransform
an
event
that
once
was
M
,U
Ledger & Times myself, not especially from loss of the of loss.
time.
dan
because of King Hussein's proalumni
reunion
into
tame
as
a
spring
tUSPS
308-700
But "then it's right into the
money, but from making bad deci10. Tell the salesperson to put all the posal for a new'F'alestinian state.
Publisher
Walter L. A
schedule," he said, listing discussion a heated hassle. At first ignored, they
sions because of lack of knowledge., advice in writing and mail it to you.
R Gene McCutc
Editor
Ten years ago: Richard Daley Won
topics as current legislation, 'polity have more recently forced companies
The Murray Ledger & Times is pu
Can you give me some idea of the
11. If you do not understand all the re-election for 'a fifth term as
to
explain
or
change
policies.
every
afternoon
except
Sundays,
July
4,
decisions and how the president's prowritten 4nfonnation, consult a person Chicago's mayor.
Criristmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgiv precautions I should take? K.E.
As owners they have this right and
gram was progressing.
ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St
ANSWER: First of all, you need
who does.
Five years ago: Henry Jackson won,
they
exercise
it.
This
year
they
will
Murray, Ky. 420271. Second Class Postage Paid.
"There was great upset about what'
reliable information on any securities
12. Give at least as much considera- New York States Democratic
companies
force
more
than
120
large
Murray,Ky. 42071.
had happened, and there was enorSUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by you are considering. Reputable
tion to buying securities as you would presidential primary, while Morrill
carriers, $3.25 per month, payable in advance. brokerage
concern about Jim Brady. But to voteon a diverse list of matters,inhouses and stock salesper- to buying any other.valuable proper- Udall took Wisconsin's Democratic-eluding
toxic
wattes,job
equality
and
By
mail
in
Calloway
County
and
to
Benton,
Harwe are going forward," said this welldin, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington, Ky.,and sons can furnish this information and
ty.
contest.
placed White House staff member. foreign investments, as in South
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $24.50 per explain it. Beware of any salesperson , HEARTLINE: It's starting
to
get
One year ago: Easter aerVices were
Africa
or
in
Communist
countries.
„
year. By mail to other destinations, $34.5e r•s
"Everybody's thankful and tickled.
itatio offers stock for sale-on the-tea e pretty hot- here in Texas now. I have celebrated for the American
year.
hostages
The staff member, who asked that
In keeping with the times, there is a
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press assurance that the price Will go up
respiratory problems:Will Medicare at the U.S. Embassy in Tehran, and
he not be identified, said he canceled "proliferation of conservative,resolu- Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers and you can't lose. These types of con- help'pay for an air conditioner
and visiting clergymen reported they
several appointments after Reagan tions," according to the Council on Association.
The hssociated Press is exclusively entitled to fidence operators usually begin with a
humidifier? R.V.
were in excellent condition.
was shot.„ But then his work began to Economic Priorities, which began republish local news originated by The Murray high-pressure sales talk about letting.,
ANSWER: No, on both questions, Today's birthdays: composerbackup,and he stayed in his office un- monitoring the corporate conscience Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news.
you in on a "sure thing" with "quick
For more information on the items conductor-pianist Andre Previn is 52.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
til 10:30 p.m. Tuesday trying to get more than a decade ago.
Business Office
753-11116 profits." The best edifice we can give
that Medicare Will and will not cover, kseball pitcher Bert Blyleven is 30.
-clear.
753-1916 is to investigate before you invest. If
"Al least 25 companies face anti- Classified Advertising
our, 1981- Guide to Medicare is Thought for today: It takes all sorts
7524019
As the concern about the president communist resolutions," says James Retail(Display 1 Advertising
available for $1.75. Send your order to of people to make a world.- Douglas
Circulation
753.1916 you stick to the following "rules of
and the others who were wounded eas- )(amen, who maintains the count for News and Sports Dept
752-1914 thumb," you can have a much better
Heartline, Dept. M, 114 East Dayton Jerrold, English playwright-humorist
ed, thoughts shifted quickly to the the Council, which defines itself as a
investmentexperience.
.
-St., West Alexandria,Ohio 45381.
(1803-1857)
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PORECAST
Rolling Green Pastures Are
Link In Food Chain Cycle

FFA AT MURRAY-STATE — Students from Calloway County recently competed
in the annual Region I Federation Day for Future Farmers of America at Murray
State University. From left are Larry Gilbert, teacher; Scott Wyatt, first place in
burley tobacco production; Julia Gargus, first place in horticulture impromptu,
and Jamie Potts, teacher. More than 400 Future Farmers from 18 West Kentucky
chapters participated in the event.

Wireworms Plague Tobacco

A

Farmers increasing their
Wireworrns occur naturaltobacco acreage or rotating ly in sod ground where they
the crop to fields that were in feed on grass roots and other
sod last year should be., organic matter..When sod is
prepared to prevent turned under and the land
wireworms from damaging prepared for tobacco, the
their tobacco stands.
food source for wireworms is
This soil pest can be a removed but the pests are
serious threat to, tobacco still there. They will feed on
after it is set in the field, or bore into newly-set tobacwarned Dr. Lee Townsend, co and stunt or kill the
Extension entomologist- in plants.
the University of Kentucky
Since no chemical is labelCollege of-Agriculture.
ed for application later over

Farmer's Air Service
Murray-Calloway County Airport
Bill Williamson

Aerial Spraying
Res. 153-1746

Off. 489-2216

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial & Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray Kv

LAN D BAN K
Outpost Office
At The

Murray
PCA Office Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
If you wduld like to discuss long-term financing talk
to us!

the top of the tobacco plants
to control wireworms, Townsend said a preventive soil
treatment should be considered. One of two methods
may be used:
1. Broadcast and incorporate an insecticide into the
soil a week or- two before
transplanting. Insecticides
labeled for this use -are
Dasanit,
Diazinon,
Dyfonate, Mocap and Di-Syston. Most of these are
available in granular or liquid formulations.
2. Add Diazinon in the setter
,- _ .water. WO this treatment, only an area around
the tobacco- transplant will
receive the insecticide. Only
the wettable powder formulation of Diazinon should
be used in the setter water to
avoid injury to plant roots.
More information on
tobacco pests, including 1981
insecticide recommendations, is available from your
county Extension agent for
agriculture.

To most Kentuckians driv- ty of forages needed to feed
ing through the state's roll- the world's ruminant
ing countryside, the sighrof animals and indirectly, its
cows grazing on acres of people. Forages account for
green pastures is a pretty 25 percent of the human diet
picture. While admiring the in, milk and meat, Bastin
view, they may not think, said. More than 2.8 billion
however, of how important ruminants, including cattle,
those grasslands are as a sheep and Oats, supply
link in the food chain.
nearly all the milk and half
Just as people all over the the meat consumed by the
world are dependent on graz- people all over the world.
ing animals for milk and These animals also supply a
meat, the animals are wide range of by-products
dependent on forages for and services.
their nourishment.
As the world's population
Improving forage produc- increases, so do demands for
tion to strengthen forage- meat and milk;-In the next 20
livestock
systems years, said Bastin, increases
throughout the world will be in population and buying
the concern of a prestigious power will create a demand
international conference to for 74 percent more milk, 82
be held in Lexington in June. percent more beef, and 90
The International Grpsland percent more sheep and goat
Congress, to be hosted by the meat.
American Forage and
The productivity of the
Grassland Council and the world's ruminant livestock.
University of Kentucky Col- depands on the quality of the
lege of _ Agriculture, will fled they receive. Most of the
draw an estimated 2,000 nutrients fed to animals
scientists, researchers and throughout the world comes
technicians to share their from forages: In some counwork in forages produatop tries, forages provide 95 perand utilization.
cent of the feed for animals,
The congress' which con- said Bastin. The United
venes-once every four years States reite's . heavily on
has been held in the Untied forages for animal nutrition.
States only once before, in In Kentucky, for example,
Pennsylvania in 1952.
forages contribute 85 perKentucky was - chosen as cent of the total feed nused
the site. for the 1981 con- by beef cattle, and 55 percent
ference because of the of feed used for dairy cattle.
state's
•
mp
t
As-demand-for- animal-pro-agriculture anj livestock ducts -increases, forage proindustries. Kentucky has duction must also increase to
7,000,000 acres of grasslands, meet the demand, Bastin
and a larger percentage of . said. Only 25-30 percent of
agricultural lands devoted to the world's potential for
forages than any other state, forage production is. now besaid Garland Bastin, execu- ing tapped, he said.'In Kentive director of the congress. tucky, a forage leader, proThrough the exchange of duction is less ttin 30 perinformation, the congress
hopes to spur increased production and improved quailBELOW THE CREEK
LEXINGTON,Ky.( AP)
A 4,500-foot sewer line has
been laid. here in solid rock,
three to four feet below a
creek.
Engineers knew the new
line would be submerged
County High School, $200 year round. "This meant the
scholarship, and honorable line would be subject to inmentions to Doug Patton, filtration. To prevent that,
Lyon County; Cindy Mad- the county used polyethylene
dox, Calloway County, and pipe with fused joints that
Maly Jane Estes, Murray were literally infiltration
High.
free," said Jack Edmiston,
• 10/inners in Group II, in ad- engineer with Lexingtondition to Gaffigan, were Fayette Urban. County
Daniel Maxton, Cape Cen- government.
tral, second . place, and
The 38-foot joints of
honorable mentions to Chris Driscopipe were butt-fused
Hammon and Joan Bartlett, on site' above the trench
both of Cape Central, an through use of mobile fusion
Lisa McDonald, Calloway equipment. The lengths were
County.
then placed in the trench.

Students Compete For
Biology Fair Awards
More than 80 high school
students recently competed
*.for awards in the Biology
Fair conducted on the campus of Murray State University.
Sponsored by Beta Beta
Beta Biological Honor Society, the winners in the senior
division, Group I, received
scholarships to attend Murray State. Winners in the
freshman through junior
levels, Group II, received
plaques.
The students competed by
taking comprehensive tests
in general biology.
Garrick Gaffigan, a student at Cape Central High
School and the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Gaffigan,
received the first plac
award in Group II for malting the highest test Fore.
Winners in the senior division were David Mikulcik,
Murray High SchoilT, who
received a $300 scholarship;
Johli Pennington, Marshall

Your Heinold manager
puts FINANCIAL CLOUT
in your community!
TO THE TUNE OF $5.5 MILLION PER YEAR!
That's the average amount each Heinold
Hog Market manager paid in the past 12
months to hog producers in his community.

prosperous rural America goes beyond
paying top dollar for your hogs. In 1980,
Heinold instituted its Rural Awards Program,
a $40,000 awards program to improve life in
Heinold's strong daily bid on all weights
rural America.
and types of hogs means a steady, reliable
Whenever you have hogs to sell, check
source of income- for area pork producers—
which in.. turn means a healthier, more •• with the man who has your hog marketing
interests at heart—that's your Heinold Hog
vibrant economy for rural America.
MarkerVfInager. He puts you and your
Heinold's commitment to a healthy,.
community first!

Call Collect
Fancy Farm
502-623-6304

cent of the potential.
There will be continued
need and pressure fQr_.more
and better-- forages. Bastin
said. Efficient forage production and utilization can
help meet increasing
demands for animal products and contribute to solving problems of - world
hunter.
"The more forages that
can be produced efficiently
by the application of
research findings,tilt,better
producers will be held to provide meat and milk at affordable economic levels."
The 1981 International
Grassland Congress. hopes to
publicize the importance of
forages in world food production, since forages, according to Bastin, mean
"food in your mouth and a
higher standard of living."
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Formerly Murray Warehousing
8 Farmers Grain 8 Seed

•

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
753-3404

4eGrain
Merchandising

11JRN1OUR FURNACE
INTO A POTENTIAL
ENERGY SAYER!

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY, KY.

-

,16
biLlie .1 a Per*: 3E:ay
..t.. 7S8C,X Ern:

A GE Plus-One ." Heat
Pump System works with your forced-air
furnace — oil,
propane or electric.
The General Electric Plus-One
heat pump is an air conditioner
In summer pulling heat out of,
your home It. winter :t re
verses, and pulls heat from
outdoor an into your home
(even at co:d winter tempera
tures) Efficiently Economical
ly ElectrItaily In fact the
Plus One heat pump can supply
all the heat you-need until the
weather's near freezing Then
your forced air furnace takes
over, because at that point it
becomes more efficient than a
heat pump

You're buying the
No. 1 sailer!
The Plus-One heat pump is part
of General Electric's family of
Weathertron* heat pumps the
number one Balling heat pump.
with GE's famotis Clunatuff
compressor

$50
CASH
REFUND NOW!
There's one more great:al:tuXl:.
tags to buying Genera; Electric's
Plus-One add-on heat pump
If
you buy now, before our creive
are busy, GE will send you a
S.50 -cash refund '( Tri nualffy.
installation must be in a current
residence, between now and
May 1 1981

Cail today kir
=
a
home energy

RANDY
THORNTON
Heating Et Air
Conditioning
Service
Commercial-Residential
802 Chestnut-Murray

753-8181

j Southern States

FREE

Southern States

-Yes, Free Baby Chicks For You
Here's All You Have To Da...

Purchase 20 Chicks And 50 Pounds Of
Southern States Starter And Grower
Crumbles And Receive 20 More Chicks
Free Of Charge.
Offer Good Only While Supply Lasts.

First Come4irst Served
Please Bring Your
Own Container
For Top Profits, Feed Your Layers One
of Southern States Laying Mashes

Rt. 8, Industrial Road
Murray, Kentucky
Phone: 753-1423

WE'VE GOT THE TIME FOR YOU

Counton us to
raise whatittakes
to raise
livestock
Money
We're PCA,a part of the Farm Credit $ystern,
an organization dedicated to providing a reliable
source of credit to agriculture. At PCA we bring in
outside funds from private investors and then
loan the money out to agricultural operators in our
local area
Providing the financing to raise livestock is just
one of many production purposes PCA loans
money for. Ten head or 10,000 head—raising the
money 63 raise livestock is no problem for PCA. We
have a ready available source of funds that you
can count on.

You've got a busy sche ule and we know there's no way to '
- — make-money-sitting
ailing. That is why we go out of the
way to make sure you don't have any unproductive time at our
office. We'll schedule you so that you don't have to wait.
We'll make the time you spend with us productive and of
value to you because we've got the time to explain your taxes
to you and the time to advise you on how to avoid unnecessary
tax bills next year. We've got the time to discuss your accounting needs and offer valuable observotions, and
suggestions.
If you need the personalizes:tin-depth type of services we
pride ourselves on, call now. We've got the time for you!

CPA

Vain)agriculture

leading,lending hand.
igt Letttalki

Jackson Purchase PCA
641 N. Murray
753-5602

More then•title, It,a profession

Michael H. Keller
Certified Public Accountant

201 S. 6th Street

753-8918
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TURNING IT ON.- Carrell-Boyd rounds third (above) and slides through the
dust into home with the deciding run in Murray State's 4-3 win over Austin Peay.

Wore

the La
John
points
shots,_
with f

Rice Hurls MSU To Win In First Game

Breds Split With Austin
Peay,Stay Tied In OVC

••

By DAVID HIBBITTS
Sports Editor
By splitting its Ohio Valley
Conference
opening
doubleheader against Austin
Peay Yesterday, the Murray
State baseball team did not
gain or lose any ground on
the rest of its division as
Middle Tennessee and Tennessee Tech had split their
games Saturday.
But the two games yesterday, especially the first,
forced the MSU pitching and
defense to be better than
they had been just to keep
Austin Peay from leaving
with a sweep. Meanwhile,
the Breds' hitting was ready
when opportunity arrived.
In the first game, MSU pitcher Doug Rice was struggling along, as he later admitted, trying te hold Austin
Peay to only a 3-2 lead after
Carrell Boyd had trimmed
the lead to one with a home
run in the fifth inning.
But Austin Peay was
threatening again in the
sixth on singles by _Gene
Baker and Danny Schunk
when MSU catcher Jeff
Oakley brought the crowd to
its feet- with two perfectly
thrown bullets to nip bolt
runners attempting to stea,
second base.
They were both great," _
'Rice said about Oakley's
possible run-saving throws.
"That could have been the
game.
"Carrell's homer really
picked us up a lot. I knew we
have the kind of team that
can score ruins."
Although he did not alio
an earned run as he struck
out six Patters and walked
only one, Rice needed more
than the 'help he got from
Oak ipy,
And what . Rice needed
Ronnie-Scheer provided as
he connected for the gametying home run with one out
in the bottom of the sixth.
So, after the Breds had
gone to their power for the
quick runs to get back in the
game, they were able to

There's a

Isla

By

scratch out the one that
After getting up, Blaine
"I thought today was an
decided the outcome.
had little trouble throwing improvement for us. Our pitAfter Boyd had led off the the ball back to second base ching was much improved. ,
seventh by reaching second to pick off one runner for the
"I have seen Doug a little
base when his fly ball to left second out before the throw
sharper, but he remained •
field danced around in the by Wisniewski to Boyd at
very strong and finished •
swirling wind and fell first had apparently beaten
strong."
between three Governors, the other runner and finished
Keith Wisniewski was given the triple play.
Murray, now 19-12, will be
the buntsignal..
But, despite a -stoma of at Southern /MindsBut when Wisniewski saw protest by the MSU defense Carbondale
a
for
the Austin Peay infield mov- and a' few minutes to settle doubleheader Tuesday
ing up for the play,'he strok- the confusion, the triple play before a pair of OVC
ed a sharp single to center- was negated by the umpire's doubleheaders at Tennessee
field to score Boyd with the decision.
Tech Thursday and at Midwinning run.
The play did not have any dle Tennessee Saturday.
"My job was to get the influence on the rest of the
'bunt," Wisniewski said, -but inning or in the final total, Peay
1 0 0 0 2 0 0— 3 8 1
1 0 0 0 1 1 1— 4 7 4
the guys in their infield were but it and Oakley's plays in Murray
David Brock and Jeff Hawn; Doug
in mot'ion.
the previous game had Rice and Jeff Oakley. 2B — Ralph
"I looked down and our created some excitement Harper 4.AP), Danny Schunk APt,
Boone (MS1. HR- Carrell-Boy
coach took off the bunt sign. when the MSU flitting met its 'Clay
4 MS Ronnie Seheer MS).
Their pitcher threw me a stiffest opposition.
1 0 0 0 1 0 2— 4 9 2
slider and I happened to get
"The OVC race is going to Peay
0 1 0 0 0 0 0— 1 2 2
Murray
competitive,"
the ball up the middle.
be very
Clayton Dahl and Jeff Hawn; Kevin
"The -first two times up, I Reagan said. "Everybody is BourlanCRonnie Chancellor 131 and
KEEPING THE RALLY GOING - Ronnie Scheer(middle) is joined in his excitement, after tying the first game
Oakley. 25— Ralph Harper 1AP
had struck out, so the saving their top.pitchers for Jeff
a home run, by MSU pitchers Doug Rice(left) and Scott Tucker.
with
HR — LeBon Jaye APp, Lee HutsonStaff Photos By David tibbitts
coaches told me to put my it.
1MS
shoulder in."
"They put on a defense
with which they had each infielder in motion," MSL
coach Johnny Reagan exNASHVILLE, Tenn. (API
plained. "When they . did
Schmidt resigned Friday ner Sunday night with coaching shopping list when Crimson Tide coach. He Holland at Virginia.
Alumni and students
that,-we switched."
stepped down in April 1980 to
- Former Alabama basket- after compiling a 28-27 Vanderbilt Athletic Director the vacancy arose.
Except for the Breds' third ball coach C.M. Newton is record after two Aars at the Roy Kramer and was to concriticized Schmidt when he
"They are talking to C.M. take the Conference job.
homer of the day, a leadoff said to be meeting today helm of the basketball Com- tinue meetings today.
first," Thompson told The
Rumors about Newton's benched starters Mike
Hall Thompson, a Vander- Tennessean. "I think the
shot by IA Hutson in the se- with _Vanderbilt University. modores. .
.
desire to become Vander- jihodes and Charlie Davis
cond inning, Murray was athletic officials about the
According to a report in to- bilt board member from Bir- decision will come quickly. bitt's backetball coach cir- this year. He suspended
almost completely . stymied Commodore coaching job day's editions of The Tennes- mingham, told The Tennes- Whether Newton is the final
culated quickly Friday after Rhodes for one game for
in the second game.
left vacant with Richard sean, Nashville's morning sean that Newton was the choice I don't know."
Schmidt announced he was disciplinary 'reasons and
Austin Peay pitcher Schmidt's resignation.
newspaper, Newton had din- first name on the school's
suspended Davis and Jimmy
Vanderbilt officials would resigning.
Clayttin Dahl; now 4-0, held
Gray for two contests. He
neither confirm nor deny the
Schmidt, 38/guided the later kicked Gray off the
Murray to just one other hit
report.
Commodores to a 13-13 team.
to offset the relief work of
Newton, who is assistant record In the 1979-1980
pitcher Ronnre
MSU
Va,nderbilt jumped to a 10commissioner • for ad- season and to a 15-14 mark 3 record this year before
Chancellor, who struck out
ministration of the this year. The past season winding up 15-14. But in the
six batters without a walk
Southeastern Conference,'was a stormy one for SEC tournament last month
while. taking his second loss
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - In Margaret Simmons said.
COLUMBUS, Miss. - In
compiled a 211-123 record Schmidt who came to in Birmingham, Ala., the
against two wins in his five
the three-day Southern Col- the rain-shortened Cardinal
The Msu women will be at and won three SEC cham- Vanderbilt after two years Commodores upset nationalinnings.
Again, the Breds' defens legiate women's tennis tour- Relays at the University of Western Kentucky for a dual pionships in 12 years • as as an assistant to Terry ly ranked Kentucky.
teamed up for what shouRi nament this past weekend, Louisville this past weekend, meet Wednesday and will
have been the play of the Murray State finished fourth two members of the Murray host the Murray,State Invitain the 12-team field after State women's track team, tional this Saturday.
season.
Fran
Spencer was defeated Jenny Oberhausen in the
MSU Results
In the third' inning, MSU
Shot Put — Jenny Oberhausen (2nd1
shortstop Gary Blaine trip- 'In her semifinal match and shbt put and Wendy Slaton in 42-9
(School Record).
ped as he was going back for Spencer and April Horning the 3000 metbr run, broke
3000 Meter Run — Wendy Slaton
school records while Chris (5th) 10:38.5(School Record).
a popup but ;,regained his lost their semifinal match.
High Jump — Chris Hunt (1st) 5-4;
Spencer was defeated by Hunt won the high jump with
balance just in time tc
Agnes Riley (3rd)5-2.
nventual
of
5-4.
a
finish
champion
Myke
Discus -Oberhausen 3rd) 122-2 kt.
backhand the ball before it
Long Jump — Riley Ord )17-7.
•
"Our times and distances
fell in front of centerfielder Loomis of Alabama, 7-5, 6-4,
440
( Angela Payne
while Spencer and Horning were good considering the Diane Relay
Ronnie Scheer.
Holmes, Alcinia Ervin, Glenlost to Julie Jones and Mary weather," MSU coach vire Williams)49.67.
•
Arnie of Northeast Loiniiana, 2-6,6-2, 6-1.
"We were happy to finish
rourth," MSU coach Nita
4:
7
,Le
Head said."The competition
).)..#
was very good."
COOKEVILLE, TN - The Singles MSU 9, Tech
Murray will host UTResults — Mats Ljungman
Martin in its next match Murray State tennis team def. Dalen Farmer, 6-2, 6-0; Terje
won its third Ohio Valley Persson def. Tim Arnett, 6-0,6-2; Finn
Tuesday.
del Mark McClusky,6-3,6-0;
Conference match without a Swarting
Mike Costigan def. Gordon Reed, 6-4,
6-1;
Erik Tisthammer def. Steve
loss and extended its overall
Beach, 6-0, 6-3; Steve Wille def. Frank
winningstreak to nine with a Markowitz,
6-0,6-2.
9-0 win at Tennessee Tech
Doubles Results — Persson:averting del.Farmer-Arnett, 6-1, 6-0;
yesterday.

Shield for you too
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MSU Sports In Brief

Women 4th Track Records Broken

-,3rd

MSU Wins 9th Straight,
Records Now 11-7, 3-0

Shield for you

Farmowners

Cri
Na

Newton Meets With Vanderbilt Officials Today'

Business
Insurance
There's a

The
and Cut
Hocke
qualifii
serious
At tb
defend

Golf Team
22nd of 24

INSUIrda

SEE

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
(OLD NATIONAL HOTEL 'LOG(

7S3-044S

SOO* To If

Woods And•rson Secretory

MYR MS.
COMPANY

Murray, now 11-7 overall,
MONTGOMERY, Ala. In the Southern Inter- will beat Louisville today.
collegiate golf tournament
this past weekend, Murray
State finished ;Aid out of 24
team.
Alabama won by 124ots,
BENTON, Ky. - This
finishing with a score of 867
to Florida State's 879 for 54 weekend, three runners
holes, while Murray finished from Murray State parat 937.
ticipated in the second anI Murray State (1127) — Jon Stanley nual Tater Day 1078-00-71 — ta, Chris Edholm 76-40-74 Kilometer, taking
first, se— 230, David Padgett 74-62-77 — 233,
Ronnie Overton 110-63-82 — 245, Lynn cond and fourth places.
Sullivan 004446 — 250.
MSU student Bill Daniels-

Costigan-Ljungman def. McCluskyReed, 6-2, 6-0; Tisthammer-Steve
Massed der Beach-Jim McCormick,63,6-0. '

Runners From MSU
Take Three Of Four

7

6

won the race in a time of
38.20 as he finished in a
downpour. MSU student Dan
Thompson was second at
39.26 and Dr. Adam Lanning
was fourth at 41.18.
The race had begun with
150 runners.

Paid for by Treasurer Harold Ellington,201 E.11th,
Renton,Ky.42025

4
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Last Year's Hero Is This Year's Goat

Johnson Misses Final 10-Footer

By ALEX SACHA RE
AP Sports Writer
remit*, and-laf
year's hero has become this
year's goat.
For the 12th straight
season. the National Basketball Association's defending
champion has been unable to
retain its crown. The Los
Angeles Lakers, who won the
title in a six-game series
with Philadelphia last May,
were knocked off by the
Houston Rockets 89-86 Sunday in the rubber ganie of
their best-of-three playoff
miniseries.
"The game was a street
fight,"- said Rockets Coach
Del Harris. "As far as our
franchise was concerned, it
should be written in gold as
the most important victory.
This is my biggest win in 22
years of coaching."
Ironically, it was Earvin
"Magic" Johnson, the most
valuable player of the 1980
championship series, who
wore the goat's horns after
the Lakers'loss. '
Johnson scored just 10
points and missed 12 of his 14
shots, including a 10-footer
with five seconds left that

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Sports In Brief

would have given the Lakers Western
Conference tried a 10-footer that missed. to
By The Assetiateil Press
the fourth quarter and was
the lead.
semifinals against San An
GOLF
&wean Abdul-Jabbar-top- never in trouble after that.
GREENSBOR
O. NC. (API -Larry
"I can't say this or that tonio beginning Tuesday.
ped Los Angeles with 32
Nelson
holed
out
from a bunker on the
Reserve forward . Kevin
caused us to lose," Johnson
Meanwhile, the Kansas Ci- points.
final hole of regulation play to force a
McHale
added 21 points and playoff with Mark Hays, then won the
said. "I was hit on the elbow ty Kings advanced to the
Kings 1114, Blazers 96
five blocked shots for the Greater Greensboro Open GoU Touron that last shot and held other Western Conference
nament with a birdie on the second
Forward Reggie King Celtics, and Cedric
Maxwell
back,- instead oL following semifinal against Phoenix scored 20 of his
of sudden death.
28 points in also scored 21. McHale had a hole
Nelson's drainglic shot oil the 72nd
through. I was so sure I was by defeating the Portland the second
half and also pair of three-point plays ir hole enabled him to tie Hayes at I.
fouled."
Trail Blazers 104-95 in the grabbed 15 rebounds to lead
seven shots
par on te 6,964-yard
the decisive- third-quarter Forest Oaksunder
No foul was called, and so third game of their Kansas City
Country Club course.
past Portland.
Nelson shot a final 75 and Hayes
burst.
the Lakers have gone the miniseries at Portland. All
posted a closing 74.
The Blazers kd by as
Hers 125, Bucks 122
way of every NBA champion six Western Conference many
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. ( AP as 15 points in the earJulius Erving scored 18 of Nancy Lopez-Melton shot an 8-under
since the 1968-69 Boston miniseries games were won ly going, but
a 23-7 surge put his 38 points in the final par 64 to win her first Colgate-Dinah
Celtics,the last repeaters.
by the road team.
iShore championship and her 22nd
Kansas City in front 49-48 at
"My feeling is not so much
In the Eastern Conference, halftime. The Kings stretch- period and Philadelphia LICA tournament overall, by two
came up with 20 blocked strokes.
frustration, but 'what hap- the two semifinal series got ed
the lead to 12 points in the shots to beat Milwaukee. Er- Lopez-Melton finished the 72-hole,
pened?" Lakers forward underway Sunday and both fourth
9250,000 event with an 11-under 277.
quarter,saw Portland ving's two free throws with She
had rounds of 71-73-69-64, with the
Jim Chones said. "It was a home teams won. The pull within
three with 1:34 38 seconds left gave the 76ers final round a Mission Hills Country
horrible game and a horrible Boston Celtics defeated the left and
Club
and Dinah Shore tournament
then put game away
day."
Chicago Bulls 121-109 and the on baskets by Sam Lacey a one-point lead, and after record. She had a 32-32 on the par 72
Marques Johnson missed an layout, which is 6,242 yards long.
The Rockets surprised the Philadelphia 76ers edged the and
CarolYFRIII finished second with a
King.
18-footer
for Milwaukee,
Lakers by taking the series Milwaukee Bucks 125-122.
69. Jane Blalock finished
"Reggie King is a big part Lionel Hollins added two closing
another stroke back,also with a69
opener 111-107 at Los
Moses Malone scored 23 of our game," said teamTENNIS
more free throws for the
Angeles Wednesday night, points for Houston, but the mate Otis Birdsong,
LINZ, Austria (API - Italian Gianwho final margin.
Ocleppo
ni
won
his first Grand Prix
but the Lakers kept their hero was Mike Dunleavy, scored 22. "He's
always re"The war has already tennis tournament, beating seventhhopes alive by winning at who tossed in an- 18-footer bounded well, but
today he started," Erving said. "This seeded Australian Mark Edmondson 7Houston 111-106 Friday with 15 seconds left for the gave us a big
in the finals here.
lift with his is just the beginning. But it 5.6-I
FRANKFURT,West Germany (AP)
night. Thoze hopes were winning basket.
scoring."
was important for us to win. - Top-seeded John McEnroe defeated
dashed Sunday in Los Johnson had been fouled
Czechoslovakia's Tomas
6-3, 6-2
Celtics 12.1, Bulls 109
The
pressure was on us to in the finals of a $175,000&Tod
Angeles, and-it will be the with 30 seconds to play and
Grand Prix
Larry Bird hit 13 of his M win at home, while tennis tournament.
Rockets, who were only 40-42 the score tied 85-85, but he points in a 40-point
Boston Milwaukee was well- BOISE" Idaho AP - Topseeded
during the . regular season made just one of three free third
Claudia Kohde of West Germany
quarter that enabled rested."
defeated AluilLiyomura 7-6, 3-6, 6-4 to
and did not clinch a playoff throw attempts. After the Celtics
to pull away from
Philadelphia Coach Billy win the Avon Futures women's tennis
berth until the final weekend Dunleavy put the Rockets in Chicago.
Boston closed out Cunningham said he did not
CARLSBAD, Calif. I AP) - Chris
of the campaign, who- will front by one,. Johnson the period with
an 18-4 surge expect either team to be Evert Uoyd beat Hana Mandhkova
6advance to the best-of-seven brought the ball upcourt and to take a 94-81
4,6-3J0 win the $200,000 Clairol Crown
advantage in- well-rested for very long.
'-'rims tournament at La Costa.
I 111•1

Islanders Finish First Overall With 110 Poinfs

NHL Deck Shuffled, Cut To Final 16 Teams
-By BARRI
( WILNER

AP Sports Writer
The deck has been shuffled
and Cut and now the National
Hockey League's 16 playoff
qualifiers get down to some
serious card playing.
At the top of the deck is the
defending Stanley Cup

champ-ion Ne.iv York
Islanders., -Who finished in
first place overall with 110
points, three more than St.
Louis. The Islanders closed
out their season with a 7-3
blitzing of Buffalo, which
ended up fifth, while the
Blues tied Winnipeg 5-5.

Crittenden, Alexander
Named To CJ All-State
Murray has had a player
Howie Crittenden and
from both its boys and girls Tonya Alexander, who were
both named to The Paducah
basketball teams named to Sun's teams, were named as
Courier-Journal's Honorable selections from the first
Mention All-State team.
region.

BEDDIT NG

GE

BROCCOLI

BRUSSEL SPROUTS

Hoffman's 504

NURSERY &
GREENHOUSE
"TOTALLY" FREE ESTIMATES

A Pkg.

SPECIALIZED
LANDSCAPING
OPEN 94 MON.-SUN.
91 E. MURRAY, KY.

759-4512

.4"
A
•

THEY GOT/T

Some of our Customers are surprised to
find out just how much we can lend.
.Especially today, when things are tight a
lot of places. Fact is, we're still making
large homeowner loans ... with terms
that create affordable monthly payments.
Phone us today for your large loan.
Whatever your reason, you've got a good
reason to see us.
•No Point* •No Brokers Fee

*No Prepayment Penalty

CR
D
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I
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NHL Standings

ATTENTION
Carpenters, Plumbers, Contractors
and Dealers
Special Prices—Many \\
Below Wholesale

I 17

1

Pitching Still May Be
Question For Indians
By KEN RAPPOPORT
power the Pittsburgh
AP Sports Writer
Pirates to a 14-1 rout of the
Pitching was a problem Cincinnati Reds.
for the Cleveland Indians
Andre Dawson's three-run
last season and it still may homer triggered the Monbe a question Mark for 1981. treal Expos to a 7-0 decision
But there's nothing wrong over the Minnesota Twins,
with their hitting, judging by Randy Bass' bases-loaded
their spring training perfor- double in the sixth inning
mance.
rallied the San Diego Padres
One of the hottest hitting to a 3-1 victory over the Seatclubs this spring,the Indians tle Mariners.
raised their team average to
Mario Mendoza singled in
.340 with 18 hits Sunday that one run and doubled home
helped them beat the another asik the Texas
Chicago Cubs 8-5.
Rangers beat the Kansas CiAmong the surprises of the ty Royals 3-2. Rich Dauer
spring have been the overall singled home a run in the
performance of rookie third 10th as the Baltimore Orioles
base prospect Von Hayes edged the Philadelphia
and the hitting of outfield Phillies 4-3,
prospect Larry Littleton.
Tommy John, Doug Bird
said President Gabe Paul.
and John Pacella combined
-It's great to have a kid on a seven-hitter and Bobby
like Hayes show, first, abili- Murcer keyed two three-run
ty, and second, improve- innings with singles as the
ment," Paul said.."I think he New York Yankees beat the
(wild learn to play another St. Louis Cardinals 6-0.
position if he had to, but not
Mack "Shooty" Babitt hit
because he can't play third a two-run double in the llth
base."
Inning
giVe the 151kTand
Littleton, for one, lashed a A's a 6-5 triumph over the
two-run homer and two other, San Francisco Giants.
hits to raise his spring' Pedro Guerrero belted two
average to .489. Littleton, . homers and drove in four
who also made a diving cat- runs to lead the Los Angeles
ch, has made the team as a Dodgers to an 8-6 triumph
backup center fielder toilick over the California Angels.
Manning.
Guerrero's fourth and fifth
Elsewhere, Jason Thomp- homers of the spring gave
son slugged three hits, in- him the club lead in runs batcluding a two-run homer, to ted in with 18.

*Nails In 50 Lb. Boxes
*Assorted Plumbing Fittings
SALE BEGINS APRIL 6

HARDWARE

COMPARE
THE POWER,FUNCTIONAL DESIGN AND
SENSIBLE PRICE OF A SNAPPER HI-VAC RIDER.

The rear-engine SNAPPER Hi-Vac rider 6 àr 30 bushel catcher,-even dunng high
giveS you a srriooth.even cut.Plus:immemoisture conditions.
diate responsEisteering for cutting in tight.
Before you buy a rider, comparethe
. places: on-theljo adjustment of cutting
quality and performance features of a
height andin l
: and a floating cutting
SNAPPER.You'llfindSNAPPER is worth
unit whiCh
esscalping and damage. more because it does more. SNAPPER H#/ac
c riders can vacuum
• And,its price is competitive with other
cuttings..leaves and litter into an optional
quality mowers.

Shown with optional 6 bu
grass catcher

•

In Murray:
(In Bel-Air Shopping Center)
Suite 2

Phone 7534573

Elliott, the Cornhuskers became the
first school to win three straight chain=
washing since Penn State secomplished the feat from 196941.
Nebraska compiled 294.80 points.
sciklahoma was second with 281.95 and _
MLA took third with 280.50.
WING
IMOLA, Italy ( API - Italy's Marco
Lucclunelit beat world champion Kenny Roberts of the United States in the
ninth Imola 200-mile motorcycle race
at the Dino Ferrari Autodrorne
ROWING
LONDON (API - Sirs Brown coxed
Oxford with perfect judgment to an
eight-length victory over Cambridge
in the Varsity Boat Race and made
°
history. The 72-year-old biochemistry
student was the first woman ever to
compete in the I52-yearold race.
\
Oxford finished 23 seconds ahead of '
its rival after the 4,4-nule race on the
River Thames. It was Oxford's the
sixth straight victory and the margin
was Oxford's best this century Cam- °
bridge still leads overall with 68 wins
to 58, with one dead heat in 1877

HOCKEY
COLORADO SPRINGS: Colo. I AP
- Seven 1980 Olympians were among
22 players named to the 1981 U.S. Nauonal Hockey tearsi, General Manager
Dick Meredith announced.
By The Ameoclided Press
Bob Johnson of NCAA champion
FINAL STANDINGS
Wisconsin has been named to coach
Campbell Conferment
Petrick Drvisho
the squad. The returning Olympians
from Coach Herb Brooks' 1980 gold
W L T GI' GAP),
medal winning team are Neal Broten, s-ti
Y
Islan .ers
John Harrington, Mark Pavelich, Phil
48 11 14 355 260 110
Verchota, Dave Christian, Bill Baker Philadelphia
113 249 97
41 24
Calgary
and Bob Suter.
39 27 14 329 298 92
Those who have seen action in the N.Y. Rangers
30 36 .34 312 317 74
National Hockey League include Bob- Washington
26 36 18 286 317 70
Smythe Divides by Sheehan, Bob Miller, Marty Howe,
x-St. LouLs
Reed Larson,and goalie Ed Walsh.
4918 17 352 281 107
(I
.
•
A
----Chloa1
076
51-33-1110111
RTH WILKESBORO, N.C. API Vancouver
23 32 20 2119 301 76
- Richard Petty mastered riorth Edmonton
29 35 16 328 377 74
Wilkesboro Speedway's tiny asphalt COlaradD
22 45 13 258 344 57
oval for the 15th time,outdueling Bob- WInrIIPeK 9 57 14 246 KO 32by Allison to win the 9140,000 NorWales Conference
thwestern Bank 400 Grand National
Norris Division
stock car race.
x-Montreal
45 22 13 &V 232 103
Petty, who averaged 85.381 mph in Los Angeles
43 24 13 337 290 99 .
his Buick Regal, took over the lead for _, _Ftttiburgh
30 37 13 3o2 345 73
good 61 laps from the end of the 400- Hanford
21.41 18 2le 372 60
lap, 250-mile race to register his 194th Detroit
19 43 18 252 339 56
career victory by 3.7 seconds over_
301) 21 377 250 99
zatlflfabo-.
Darrell Waltrip finished a distant Roston
37 30 13 316 272 87-.
,`rr.,,,,.1.1111.{,WAIFIerrippoilrlerrrkal, •
.
Ark.'
••4.̀
AC•
).1!.
1
•44!*
•
Opirdiv
.
&Megan
•
OW,••••t
HOCKENHEIM, West Germany Quebec
30 32 18 314 318 78
AP - Sweden's Stefan Johansson Toronto
78 37 1:i 322 367 71
x-Qinched ckvision title
overhauled pace-setting Manfred
Wirdielhock of - West Germany in the Saturday's Games
minnesota
Derroit
last few hundred.meters and won the Buffalo
stazw0
5, 5.
4 0
Jim Clark Formula Two auto race.
New York Islanders 4, Washington 1
The winning time was 1 hour, 28.
seconds. England's Mike Thackwell Calgary 6, Vancouver 5
finished third, but remains ahead in Editanton 7, Winnipeg 2
the European championship point Boston 5, Pittsburgh 2
standiungs with with 13. Johansson Quebec 5, Toronto 5, he
has nine and Winkelhock six. .
Colorado 5, Loa Angeles 5, be
GYMNASTICS
Sudsy's Games
LINCOLN, Neb. AP ) - Nebraska Chicago 8, Minnesota 4
.Scureir-C-onsinteritly-inevery-event-and- -*Area/-4, Boston- 2
swept to its third consecutive team ti- New York Islanders 7, Buffalo 3
tle at the 39th NCAA Gymnastics Pittsburgh 5, Hartford 4
Championships at the Bob Devaney. .New York Refsegre-•2, Philadelphia 0
Sports Center.
Washington 7, Detroit 2
Sparked by all-arounders Jim Har- Ito:into 4, Quebec 2
tung and Phil Cahoy and a brilliant Stiouis 5, Vitraipeg 5, tie
floor exercise performance by Steve REGULAR SEASON ENDS

At the bottom'of the cards ,Rotikie. Billy. Carroll had KID r Qake-Quebeo -gante,,,,
weaved • WAS •StattlAIS over
is Toronto, which sneaked in- two goals and two assists for which was piped
into the Philadelphia in the last
to the Stanley Cup playoffs the Patrick titlists, who were Capital Centre,
rooting for a . week, a 0-0 tie last_ Monday
Sunday by beating Quebec 4- 12-1-4 over the last six weeks. Nordiques comeback that
and Sunday's victory, in
2. The Maple Leafs wound up
New York's Mike Bossy didn't materialize,
which he stopped 34 shots.
with 71 points,one more than won the league goal-scoring
The Caps blew a playoff
Ulf Nilsson and Eddie
Washington. The Capitals, title with 68.
berth by going 8-15-7 over the Johnstone scored for New
bidding for their first playoff
Blues 5, Jets 5
final ao games, including a York.
spot ever,slugged Detroit 7-2
Even though the Blues 13-game winless streak.
Penguins 5, Whalers 4
but still fell short. Toronto slumped at season's end — 4Canadiens 4, Bruins 2 ' George Ferguson, Rod
takes on the Islanders in the 52 —they had a most sueIn what amounted to a Schutt and_ Nick Lihett
_ _- —
belt-of-five- - preliminary ceTuf season7The Sinythe—tfiiieuP Tor -both
teams since scored in a 2:27 span of the
round, which.begins Wednes- champs were the
NHL's the game had no bearing on final period to overcome a 3day.
-most improved club for the the standings, Mark Napier 2 Hartford lead. Rick Kehoe
Other playoff matchups second straight year,
ac- scored twice for Montreal.
got his club-record 55th goal
are St. Louis-Pittsburgh; cumulating 27 more
The game was important in the game for Pittsburgh.
points
Montreal-Edmonton; Los than last season.
for goalie Denis Herron who,
Angeles-New York Rangers;
St. Louis scored three by playing in his 25th contest
Buffalo -Vancouver; times in the second period for Montreal this season,
Philadelphia -Quebec; for a 5-2 lead before the Jets, qualified to have his 'name
Calgary-Chicago, ". and 'who wound up last in the inscribed on the Vezina.
Boston-Minnesota.
_o_verall standings- with- -32- --Trophr-- whit.* the Cana':
Most-of those series were points (9-57-14), rallied in the diens won with the NH L's
set up with Sunday's results, final period. Peter Sullivan best defensive record.
which also included Mon- scored with 1:29 to play to Richard Sevigny
and Michel
treal 4, Boston 2; Chicago 8, produce the tie.
Larocque, who was traded to
Minnesota 4; the Rangers 2, Maple Leafs 4, Nordiques 2 Toronto last month;
also
Philadelphia 0, and PittRon Sedlbauer scored two shared in the Vezina glory.
sburgh 5,Hartford 4.
power-play goals for the
Sevigny and Herron will be
Islanders 7,Sabres 3
Leafs, who played .500 tested in the playoffs by EdBuffalo stormed to a 3-0 hockey for Coach Mike monton, led by super
-scorer
lead in the first period in an Nykoluk
15-15-10 after Wayne Gretzky, who set an
attempt to move up to fourth Nykoluk took over for the alltime NHL mark
with 164
in the overall standings. But fired Joe Crozier on Jan.
10. points (55 goals, 109 assists)
the Adams Division champs Wilf Paiement got his
40th this season.
were laidp waste by seven goal for Toronto and Bill Black Hawks 8,
North Stars 4
21
spEALE
consecutive Islander goals.
Derlago his 35th.
Tom Lysiak and Bob MurCapitals 7, Red Wings 2
ray each had four points,
Washington .creamed the while rookie Darryl Sutter
Red Wings as Dennis Maruk and Glen Sharpley scored
scored three goals to give two goals apiece for
him 50 for the season and Chicago.
Mike Gartner pumped iii his
Rangers 2, Flyers to
48th.
The Rangers finished the
Then Coach Gary Green season in style,allowing only
and the players listened to a total of five goals in their
the final 10 minutes of the last five games. Steve Baker

IN TIMES LIKE THESE,
- THERE:SONE
6000 REASON
THE MART/NS SAW ill
. FOR THEIR
HOMEOWNER LOAN.

r

Pain Shnver beat And?.a Jaeger 13,6.2 for third place in the tournamentBOXING
WS ANGELES AP - Bonnitiromuter Harold Smith, who went idto
sedation with the discovery of an
alleged $21.3 'million embezzlement
from Wells Fargo Bank, was arrested
by tbe FBI,agents said.
Smith was taken into custody for investigation of knowingly making a
false statement on an application for a
passport, Best said, adding that Smith
was to be arraigned by a US
magistrate today.
BOW LING
BALTIMORE AP)- Wayne Webb
knorkeddown seven pins on his final
ball to edge Steve Martin 232-231 to.win
the 2100,000 Fair Lanes Open bowling
tournament.
Martin earned his way to the championship match by defeating Jay
Robinson 213-190 in the semifinal contest. Robinson earlier had beaten
Steve Sipe 236-202 and Mark Fahy 196-

200E Main

753-8201

Thief Taut
Crime Caper

ik At. The Movies A
(Reviews Of Current Movies At Murray Theatres)
By KENT FORRESTER
Thief is a crisp, hard- blurred images reflecting off
boiled Movie of high-torque a car's hood, but we're deep
drills, ultra-hot acetylene into the shot before we
torches, and tungsten car- realize whatit is,-/
bide steel. A how-to-do-it
The sound work is even
film for neophyte crooks. - .more eccentric. I've never
What lifts it. out of the heard s-uch constantly obcrime caper genre I of the trusive background noise in
one-last-score-before retire- a movie before. As we try to
- t- listen to dialogue,car wheels
ment sub-species) is a firs
rate acting job by James hiss and children holler.
Caan, imaginative technical
work, and an. intelligent
-script.
Caan fits his role like the
$900 suits fit the character he
portrays. As an ex-con who
wants to retire to the
2 Writing
ACROSS
suburbs after one last job —
implement
1 Likely
3 Preposition
cracking a seemingly im- 4 Near
4 European
pregnable safe — Caan's 6 Irritate
mountains
11 Human
rage
d
portrayal of suppresse
5 Molars,
bongs
6 Applauded
and nervous energy lend to 13 10nd of sail
7 Chapeau
the movie a tense, sharp 15 Printer's
8 The sweetmeasure
edge..
tz,
s®
18 Manage
But Caan is a thief with a 18 Artificial lan- 9 iron symbol ,
10 Weirder' •
guage
difference. He carries in his
12 nankin river
19 Business
collage
d
letter-size
a
wallet
14 Memoranda
owner Charlie Bell are the
abbr.
Among the immediate projects at the Murray Memorial Gardens under new
17 Cheer
-he has constructed of images 21 Cease
in
the
roads
all
of
repaving
the
be
will
project
Another
20 Norse god
aligning and resetting of all cemetery markers.
cut from newspapers and 22 Narrow
23 Army off.
cemetery.
magazines. These images in- 24°P"
24 While
Helps
25 Quarrel
elude a suburban house, a 20 Jumps
photograph of his father 28 Golf mound 27 Lath
30 Mast
29t855
flgUre and meritor (played
32 King of
Narrate
Rupees
-3,t
bybeasts
rather badly, in pigtaa6;
35 Appears
(abbr.)
Willie Nelson), appliances,
37 Stalk
crte_m
pla
4 Suff
and a magazine illustration :6
38 Aviator
on
T
mi
§
.4
her
with-mother
- of - a
crldren."Elopiiig to achieie 40 Pound down
42 Carried
--Order armil normality by turn- 45 Sass
ing that collage into reality. 47 Female ruffs
49 ApproaCti
Caan starts out b catchin
organizations and school
Memorial
Murray
50 Preposition
and
a -lob);
52 Transported
Gardens,located on-U
moving into the suburbs. All 54 Manuscript
of
1
president
past
a
is
Bell
acre
2
12
the
to
visitors
currently is invo ved
(abbr.)
that's left -is to pull off the
the Kentucky Cemetery
55 Latin conin a program to make it"one memorial gardens.
job.
Memorial Association and the Prejunction
Murray
of the prettiest memorial
Thief is interesting visual- 56 Mendicants
ate
Intermedi
ment
...arrange
employs
currently
Gardens
ac.
"
gardens in Kentucky,
ly, but occasionally hard to 59 Zeus's
He
beloved
cording to new owner two full-time ground- Association of America.
Most of the important 61 Take away
follow.
skeepers, three telephone . also Served on the board of.
Charlie Bell.
things that happen occur at 63 Motorless
A Louisville native, Bell solicitors and two sales peo- directors for eight yarg.
boats
night, and the camera work
the
regional.
attends
Bell
65 Apportions
brings over 20 years ex- ple.
so
artistic
ly
is
occasional
.66 Letter
perience in - managing and -- The cemetery has over and national cemetery conthatit's difficult to tell what. 67 Bitter vetch
ferences; having spoken at
1,000 property owners.
upgrading cemeteries.
• is being shown. At one poitfi DOWN
in
1 Simian
Immediate projects in- - Bell has written several most of them, including
we are shown the moving
clude repaving roads -and articles on dead and dying London and Spain.
The • Murray Memorial
realigning and resetting for cemetery magazines. He

Program To Make Murray
Memorial Gardens'One Of
Prettiest In Kentucky'

its ethics.
These background noises 7-- it's a bit shaky in
Caan resembles the
combined with heavy use -of 'Though
hero in his
criminal argot, abrupt traditional movie
independence
nded
strong-mi
scene,
to
scene
from
jumps
s to stand
and naturalistic speech in- and his willingnes
is, after
he
men,
evil
to
up
a
film
the
tonations — give to
, the
Naturally
thief.
convincing aura of ver- all, a
his
in
cards
the
stacks
movie
similitude — but at the cost
from
steals
He
favor.
moral
of clarity.
(which are
But though Thief has a big businesses
for writers
game
fair
always
it,
to
very convineing look
with simple-minded morals
and a vaguely Populistic
political philosophy), he is
beaten up by crooked
policemen, and his lawyer
and a judge are on the take.
What's a poor crook to do?
A further problem with the
movie's ethics: Stealing has
CCU CCCUU CCU never looked so attractive.
COL! OVUM COO Invest in a few drills and
UCCUCC CUOMO
acetylene torches, knock off
CCU COMM
COCO CU UCUUU a couple of safes, and retire
CCU COCO COCO for life. I have no dout but
UU CUCCOUU CU
that Thief will inspire some
MCC UCCU UUU
INUCUU UU'OUCC small-time crooks to move
UUMUC DUC
up to the big time and some
UU0OUU OUCUU0 predisposed citizens to give
UDC MECO OUU
it a try.
UUU OCCCU CUM
Thief is rated R mainly
of four-letter words
because
53 English
39 Shaded
-splattering
blood
streetcar
and
41 Wampum
57 Girl's name
43 Simpler
violence.
symbol
44 LID
46 01. part
48 Room

58 Tin
60 CIA prede-

51 Ancient

62 State: Abbr.
64 Digraph

cessor

Greek coin
•

Begin losing weight immediately
with maximum-strength Super °Annex reducing tablets and Diet Plan.
It takes over where your will power
leaxes.oti, A government appointed
Panel of medical anifistiertiMc experts has reviewed the clinical tests
of the maximum-strength ingredient
in Super °Priam and has termed it
-safe and effective" for appetite control and weight loss. You eat less.
and turn food and excess- fat into
burned-up energy instead of extra
weight Use only as directed. Try
Saw °linnet today it. works,- or'
your money back.'
Num Les: 50 TABLETS-$2.79
nlaiii Price 110 TABLETS -V.59
ID:seceti

VOU need all

O
REVC
can get
„ots

-the

Bell said he also- plans to tations on the evolution of a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
•
c-ut in several new-roads. to -cemeteries - to clubs. Through Friday.

• Check charging and starting
• Install new rotor, new spark plugs
• Set timing to recommended specs
• Lubricate and adjust choke
• Adjust carburetor
6-cylinder cars.$47.
8-cylinder cars,$49.
'STANDARD IGNITION: Add $8.00 for required points,condenser.
and additional labor..

The Murray Memorial Gardens: office is being remodeled to better serve its
customers.

ment
12-Month Service Agree
OF CHARGE. up to

GOODYEAR km11 tulle our car elec
NOTICE: If you purchased an engine tune-up at a
Goodyear Service Store in the last 12 month (since April I. 198011. you are soil moiled is4-FRLE.
ANALYSIS to verify 'hal youll car is performing at
peak efficiency. Pleas.,call for an appointment at the
Service Store where ihe work was dome
oir

ironically and present you with a FREE
ENGINE ANALYSIS certificate good
for one year from the date of the tune
up ANYTIME WITHIN ONE YEAR of
your -tune up. lake your invoice and
certificate hack to the 'store that per
formed the tune up. and Goodyear will

FREE

provide.
three separate analyses.
If any of these check-ups indicates
the need for any:adlustments or part
replacements that were part of the
original tune-up. GOODYEAR WILL
MAKE THE ADJUSTMENT OR REPLACEMENT FREE OF CHARGE!

GOODYEAR...FOR MORE GOOD YEARS IN YOUR CAR

4-WHEEL DRUM:Install new
brake lining and resurface all
stall new front brake pads and
four drums • Install new front
resurface front rotors • Install
Aeu)front grease seals and pack OR grease seals and repack frontwheel bearings • Irtspect hydraufront-wheel bearings • Inspect
lie system, add fluid and road
calipers and hydraulic system
test car • Most U.S. cars and
• Add Iliad and road test car,
some imports
Ihres not include rear wheels.)
•
'-

2-WHEEL FRONT DISC: In-

The staff includes (from left) Wilson Culver, general manager; pale Duncan,
assistant grounds superintendent; Janice Harrell, phone solicitor; Jo Earhart, phone
solicitor; Cathy Duncan, secretary;-Charles Bell, president and owner; and A.V.
Reeves, grounds superintendent.

Includes up to
five quarts major
braMmffloroil.
Oil filter extra
it needed

• Transmission fluia
•Power steenng fluid
_ _• Differentiat-fluid
• Brake fluid
'Air filler
•

'

• Battery
water level
• Belts
• Hoses

Includes most imports and light trucks.

Please call for appointment.

Drive It
With Confidence
Power Streak 78

MacPherson Strut Cartridge Replacement

87

— For owners of small cars -and.im
ports -- Improve handling. protect
suspension. prolong tire life

- The strength and resilience
of polyester Cocci
• Plenty of road eomasr.•• for all around traction

378-13

Warranted 12 Months Or 12,000
Miles. Whichever Comes First

Pali Installed I fiontsl
Reg. $124.40
•

Blackwell PRICE
Size

A78 13 blackwall
Plus SI 50 If land old tire
Whitewalls Slightly More

E78-14
F78-14
678-14
1178•14
078-15
1178-15

Plus
FET,and
old tire.

632.75
$38.10
$39.95
$41.40
643.40
642.65
$44.70

$1.61
$1.75

$2.14
$2.28
$2.52
$2.36
$2.57

NATIONWIDE AUTO SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
resinazni
,

All markers are being aligned and leveled with the ground.
IllaRitaimatiamaxiatiamt

—

Ottoditsim Resotyhys Chair Account
any 04 these other stays to buy Our
(timeline, Credit Plan • MasterCard
Visa i Arnencan Express • Cane Blanche
• Boners Club • Cash

All Goodyear senLice is warranted for at least 90 days or 3.000 miles. whichever
comesfirm — many services, much longer. If warranty service is ever required,
go to the Goodyear Service Store where the original work was performed, and
well fix it. hee. It however, you're more than 50 miles from the original store.

go to any of Goodyear's 1300 Service Stores nationwide.

S. 12th St. Murray — 753-0595
7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. Man.-Sat.
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uates National Relfelts

Czech Leader Husak

There was no word of a
the level of activity."
Beno also told a news con- Brezhnev's visit to Prague probably focus on the Polish
It was Husak who replaced Prague by the Soviet bloc's
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia
East Germany, another Soviet reply to Reagan's
twothe
He
said
situation.
of
"shows
the
seriousness
be
would
ComPoland
that
other Communist Party ference
(AP) — With Soviet Presi- Alexander Dubcek as
the situation" in Poland, but -week-old •nrarSaw Pact foe of liberalization in message.
dent Leonid I. Brezhnev at munist Party chief after chiefs for a summit meeting represented by Stefan
Secretary of State Aleiit was good that the Soviet maneuvers in and around Poland, said fresh military
his side, Czechoslovakia's Soviet forces invaded on the Polish situation. But Olsowski, a Politburo
Haig Jr., on &tour
ander_M.
rocket,
tank,
including
units,
Union was consulting with Poland "are coritirtuing at a
President Gustav Husak to- Czechoslovakia in 1968 to Mikulas Beno, a top member who is a foe of the
of
the
Middle East,
-communicaand
artillery,
that
and
high
level,"
other
Warsaw Pact nations.
day equated Poland's labor crush Dubcek's- tiboral -Czechoslovak party official, Solidarily nyvement.
were joining the toldreporters in Jerusalem
tions
troops,
conin
been
had
Washington
his
on
was
Weinberger
Secretary
Defense
U.S.
said Brezhnev Would be the
revolt with the uprisings put regime.
the Warsaw Pact's Soyuz-81 the Soviet threat to Poland
There was speculation that only foreign party chief at Caspr W. Weinberger told way -to Bonn for a NATO tact with Moscow "over
down by Soviet troops in
was growing steadily more
maneuvers.
regarding
weeks
several
last
strategy
that
will
session
London
reporters in
Hungary in 1956 and his own Brezhnev would be joined in the Prague meeting.
"In the concentration and ominous and the United
nation 12 years later.
jump-off points, army States is iollowing the situaHusak accused the West of
members were informed tion "minute-by minute."
inciting rebellion in Polahd
-U.N. Ambassador Jea ric7
politically and militarily of
and called for a meeting of
the upcoming combat mis- Kirkpatrick made a sirniliar
communist natiens to
sion," the official East Ger- statement on NBC's "Meet
"review" the challenge.
man newsagency ADIsikaid. The Prrs."
situation."
"grave
createda
first meeting Sunday followThe significance of his
JERUSALEM (AP) — Sunday that the Soviet-threat, tend the meeting of the ing
"My information suggests
In Washington, the White
after
Israel
to
came
Haig
Haig's
arrival from
remarks, in a report to the Secretary of State Alexander to Poland is growing steadily Czechoslovak Communist
that
the threat of Soviet invasent
said
House
Reagan
apapparent
Cairo, an aide to the prime winning the
opening session of the 16th M. Haig Jr. claimed today more ominous and the. Party in Prague today may
intervention or infiltrasion,
the
a
on
Brezhnev
message
Anwar
President
of
proval
minister reported.
Czechoslovak Communist .-that the current bloody United States is following the mean it is "an important ocof new troops into
tion
night,
crisis
Polish
Friday
The aide, who did not want Saciat of Egypt for U.S. parParty Congress, was fighting Lebanon may be in- situation on a "minute by casion with respect to Soviet
continues to be
Poland
-president
the
before
Soviet
peacekeepthe
in
ticipation
to be identified, said "there
underscored by Brezhnev's directly inspired by the minute" -basis: But he in- action affecting the Polish
she said.
serious,"
grave,
left
for
Prague.
peninSinai
the
for
force
ing
was
an
of
identity
view" on
presence and by reports that Soviet -.Union, in part dicated today the he didn't situation."
the
monitoring
are
"We
Larry
Speakes
Spokesman
established next
The fighting in Lebanon the need for a prompt end to sula to be
Warsaw Pact nations had because of Haig's tour of think Soviet intervention in
and
closely
very
situation
the
to
refused
characterize
year.
between Syrian troops and the fighting. Haig. told
beefed up their forces U.S. allies in the Middle Poland was imminent.
Sadat's approval was contents of the note, but NBC are trying to preserve our
Soviet
said
he
Lebanese Christians was the reporters the fighting in
Sunday,
around
On
and
in
maneuvering
East.
options,"
Israel's half-Christian, half- qualified. Bikt he said follow- News said it predicted long
Poland.
"You cannot discount my President Leonid I. only subject Haig and Begin
She said she understood
and
conwide-ranging
Cairo
in
meeting
their
ing
Moslem northern neighbor
President Reagan, mean- presence here," Itaig told Brezhnev's decision to at- discussed at length in their
new
military preparation:,
if
Pact
Warsaw
sequences
Sunday morning that if the
while, was said to have sent reporters after a Meeting
Soviet Union prevents crea- troops intervene in Poland. are ander way "that would
his Soviet . counterpart with Israeli President Yit-tion of a United Natans The New York Times said be consistent with an invaanother warning against zhak Navon. '`'‘fou cannot
used "strong sion Of Poland — that there
force, as it is expected to do, Reagan
Military intervention.
discount a -number of conthen U.S. participation language" to tell Brezhnev have been more troops movThe West has tried to "pull verging factors which could
that an incursion into Poland ed closer to Poland, . morMarine Lance Cpl. Joseph would be considfred.
one or the other -CoillitlY tgit_Axyauttbute te_whatwould "totally disrupt" the 'command and control posts
on
what
will
depend
"It
I. Futrell, son of Ruby
of the Socialist family," said unacceptable turn of events
mol e
of U.S.-Soviet established and
possibility
posithe
out
from
come
will
F itrell of Route 8, Box 50,
Husak, citing his own nation in Lebanon."
'
arriving.'•
planes
-transport
talks.
arms
limitation
M irray, Ky., recently tion of the Soviet Union,"
and Hungary as, examples
Tho fighting in Lebanon,
said.
Sadat
ret irned:from a deplynent
and "is now once again (do- between Syrian troops on
The Egyptian president
to he Mediterranean Sea
Poland."
ing this) in
one side and rightist Chrissaid there was no discussion
Ocean.
Indian
and
"Events indicate that the tian and Lebanese army
He is a member of Bat- of establishing U.S. bases in
crisis development in Poland forces on the other, has
talion Landing Team (BLI) • Egypt.
is contitiiiing,",he said."We dominated Haig's lalks with
"There was no need to
based at Camp Lejeune,
are wiet hiding the fact tligt- Israeli officiali.
it because -it is not a
raise
N.C.
Question No. 9
our people are following the
Asked whether the Soviet
to be discussed," he
matter
six-month
the
During
events in fraternal Poland Union might be inspiring
cruise, his BLT was embark- declared.
with disquiet." .
Syrians shooting in Lebanon
However, U.S. officials
ed aboard the amphibious
Husak said "it "would in to divert attention from. the
said privately that they were
•Saipan
USS
ship
assault
our view be useful to review Soviet threat to Poland, Haig
operating as part of the 34th encouraged because the
i these events) jointly," but said that could be part of the
Marine,Amphibious Unit. He United States and Egypt
he proposed no time or place answer and that his own trip
participated in several com- would be able te work out an
for the meeting.
to the Middle East may also
bined amphibious assaults informal understanding for
Brezhnev flew to Prague be a cause. He did not
and cross training exercises U.S. use of Egyptian
Sunday and was expected to elaborate.
with the armed forces of military installations in
h2
address the party cogress
Haig due to leave for JorWKMS-FM OPERATIONS MANAGER, Joe Jackson, of many European countries. times of crisis, and would be
later.
dan later today, after a se- Murray, will be hosting a tribute to American music
able to store military equipSince the explosive birth of cond round of talks with from 1900-1920 during Murray State University "Frien- _Port calls were made in ment at such bases as Ras
England, Portugal, Spain,
The independent labor move- Prime Minister Menachem- dship Festival" fund-raising campaign from April 8-12.
What you don't know about income averaging
Banas on the Red Sea.
Italy and Kenya.
summer
last
ment in Poland
Begin. could cost you money.
said
have
Egyptians
The
-A Marine Amphibious Unit
.and its subsequent legaliza; In talks Sunday the two
H&R Block knows that no matter how much
U.S.
a
such
favor
would
they
has the capability of conducyou make. if your income went up substantially lac
tion, the Czechoslovak Com- men agreed that top priority
ting amphibious operations presence as long as it did not
year you may he able to income average. Well
munist Party has been should be given to reaching a
a formal agreement
f a limited duration or it can require
advantage of this if it's to your benefit. The
take
among its 'harshest critics ceasefire in Lebanon, aides
that could be interpreted as
advance
an
as
committed
be
is FALSE, since there is no minimum
answer
and among the most persis- to the Israeli prime minister
amount of income required to qualify.
force of a larger Marine Air providing a permanent U.S.
tent in intimating that it said.
Ground Task Force. It also base. ,
should be put down. •
WEIL MAKE THE TAX LAWS WORK FOR YOU
Haig also told reporters
On his arrival in Israel,'
combat support for
Fans of ,early "ragtime" ducer of the -station in Oc- provides
U.S.
the
reaffirmed
Haig
-as well as providing
music will want to tune in to tober of 1979. Six months *allies
humanitarian
assistance, commitment to Israel in an
to
promoted
was
he
WKMS-FM, Murray State later,
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE
protec- obvious effort to calm conand
relief,
disaster
University's public radio operations manager.
cern over the Reagan AdOpen 9 ay.-6 p.m. Weekdays
nonof
evacuation
or
tion
station, during the -Friend- Along with Jackson's
to
decision
ministration's
9 a.m.-5 p.m.Sat.
combatants.
903 Arcadia
ship Festival" fund-raising tribute to the early 1900s
Phone 753-9204
sophisticated military
sell
of
graduate
1975
A
music will be three special
campaign April 8-12.
Arabia.
Saudi
to
equipment
Calloway County .High
Joe Jackson, WKMS nights of Elvis Presley hits,
School„ Futrell joined the
bluegrass
pops,
classical
operations manager, will be
Marine Corps in June 1977.
hosting a tribute to and broadway music.
American music of 1900-1920.
He will also feature the
news, names and comedy of
these early decades in a program scheduled from noon,
ANY GOLD STAMPED We are not "Fly-By-Nighters"
to 2 p.m.Sunday, April 12.
to
take
town
overnight
in
only
• 10K-1411-1111-22t
Doe
A continuation of all
NRIAllIONS
000-'s
04APP,
NAGIFTS
(
your money. We've been trusted
t
Via"
t
POCIEFT WATCHES DENTAl GOO)
o
Music
of
American
decades
ee
Stt
30\Atv
in Paducah for 69 years.
3 vasis' 13stk
will be broadcast on WKMS,
/0'411!
l'••
er
We'll'
91.3 on the FM dial, during
the remainder of the evening
' Perna 15 00 to S70 00
Ws,
Pay You
DIAMONDS
per pant for I 5 to
April 12.
dtentOindi
WANTED
100 pts 1 cant
Jackson, a 1966 graduate
spl•OCIA oS
of Murray State, returned to
4
‘
1•9
03f9A0
,
°
fot
woo
a
to
p.m.
1977
complete
in
Murray
600
to
a.m.
10:00
°PIN I
t.
'
ss,f‘t-oupP,Kl• 14
09,0ti
computer science • degree,
but instead began a piano apprenticeship.
Through volunteer -work
for the Calloway County
-•••`•
Community Theatre,
Jackson became familiar
With the university's public
radio station. He applied for
the position of fine arts pro-

Haig Speculates On Lebanon Fighting

Joseph Futrell
Returns

H&R BLOCK
TAX TEST

Income averaging
can save you money. But
only if you make more
than $30,000 a year.
El 1rue 0 False

'Ragtime'Music To Be
Featured On WKMS
During Rund Campaign

WE
BUY

BUY
UY

HaR BLOCK

GOLD ...
DIAMONDS • .

The Honest Way!

Presents
the
1981

CASH
NOW!

Eggstravaganza

INTEREST ON MY CHECKING ACCOUNT??

YES!!

David Buckingham

YOUR HOPKINSVILLE FEDERAL
NOW ACCOUNT EARNS 51/4 %
INTEREST COMPOUNDED DAILY.

For

District Judge
Experienced
Energetic
Impartial
*Experienced As Prosecutor In New District
Court System
*Experienced As PciaLate Practicing Attorney
*Promise Of Fairness And Impartiality
*Energetic And Dedicated
*Life Long Resident Of Calloway County
PM/ FIllt IT Malian,MEAL,121 N.ISTIMURRAT,IT.

Have you received your
Mr. Gatti's Easter
Coupon?
If not, get yours now and
get your chance at the Big
Rabbit...FREE pizza &
other prizes!
EVERYBODY'S A
WINNER!
(NoPurchase Required)

The Best Pizza In Town!Honest
hestnut

And your NOW Account is FREE with a
minimum balance of $500.00
Senior Citizen Accounts are FREE.
Open Your NOW Account with any
amount.

Hopkinsville Federal
Savings& Loan Assn.
MURRAY SOUTH BRANCH
715 So. 12th St.
753,1214-

MURRAY DOWNTOWN BRANCH
7th ond Main
753-7921

4IP

•
-PAC'S-1641W

V,14.-ttalKië4terTlAGES,Seigoz-AprgI,Ma

oir e

PLAN TO ATTEND

"Milierray Ledger & Times
as:Avec/Willa SCHOOL
SOUTHERN Kr/v
09
Kill

.

(1111.
\

ENTERTAINING IDEAS!RECIPES!PRIZES!

.„

:Date Thursday
April 9th
• 1'

.'•,

(

:Time 7:00 P.M.
PlaceM.S.U. Lovett
j
Auditorium
I.

A
Ke
He
He
Gil
tug
lbs
US
US
US
US
So
US
US
US
US
so
US

of'

These national products are bringing you
the Southern Kitchens® Cookinp School

Free Tickets Available At:
D & T Food Warehouse
Word-Elkins
Coast To Coast
Owen's
Big John's
Juanita's Flowers
Harrell's Farm B. Home
Dishes N Things
Bamboo Garden
Brenda's Beauty Salon
Murray Appliance Co.
Showcase
West Ky. Appliance
J. P. Nesbitt's
IGA North & South

Blackford House Gallery
The Flower Basket
Wiggin's Furniture
P. N. Hirsch
Murray Home & Auto
Begley's
Carrico Paint
Big K
Storey's
Save Way
Granny's Porch
Murray Sewing Center
Masco
Goodyear

Is

1
11
4
CAP1
Sandwich Spreal
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I Rats Under

Deaths and Funerals

1

Intense Athletic
Frank Lawrence Is Mrs. Shea's Rites Joseph 0. Jackson
Training
d At Age.Øf 241,
1r;u ....7itrar4witirietalIervicesw* Intensive athletic training
is under way at Murray
Funeral Tuesday
At Funeral Chapel Held On Sunday State
University in prepare-

Frank Lawrence of 402 The funeral for Mrs. Pat
South Fourth Street, Mur- (Frances) Shea of Murray
ray,died Sunday at 1:25 p.m. Route 6 is being held today at
at the Murray-Calloway 2 p.m. at the chapel of the J.
County Hospital. He was 83 H. Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Martin Matyears of age.
The deceased was a tingly and John Dale ofretired employer of the Mur- ficiating, and Mrs. Oneida
ray Coal and Ice Company. White.,as organist and
Born Jan, 25; 1898, in soloist.
Active pallbearers are Bill
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Jim Lawrence Marcum, Marvin Harris,
and Cynthia Henslee Monty Wilson, Shea Sykes,
James Lassiter, and Sidney
Lawrence.
He is survived by his wife, Easley. Members of the ofMrs. Lefla Swift Lawrence, fice staff of District Court
to whom he was married on and Circuit Court Clerk's ofApril 4, 1940; step daughter, fices are serving as an
Mrs. A. J. (Lucille) Mar- honorary group.
Burial will follow in the
shall, Murray Route 2; step
son, Thomas Jones, Murray Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Shea, 56, who was
Route 7.
Also surviving are five serving as Circuit Court
step grandchildren — Jackie Clerk for Calloway County,
Marshall and Mrs. Joe Pat died Thursday at 6:30 a.m.
I Linda) Thornton, Murray at the home of her brother,
R.
Wilson,
Route 2, Mrs. Greg (Sheila 1 George
I
kuisville.
Sinclair, South Fulton,
Tenn., Mrs. Jerry (Sonia) She is survived by her husSpeight, Murray, and Mrs. band, Pat Shea; brother,
Tommy (Chery Eldridge, George R. Wilson and wife,
Murray Route 6; eight step Rachel, Louisville; aunt,
great grandchildren; two Lucy Lee Meadows, Chatstep great great grand- tanociga, Tenn.; uncle, Burie
Wilson, Murray.
children.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with
the ttev. Dayid Wagiter,
pastor of the North Pleasant The funeral services for
Grove
Cumberland Mrs. Nettie Dunn Arnold of
Presbyterian Church, of- 910 Sycamore Street, Murficiating and Mrs. Otto Er- ray,are being held today at 2
win as organist.
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Burial will follow in the Churchill Funeral Home
Henslee Cemetery.
with. the Rev. Layne
Friends may call at the Shanklin and the Rev. Paul
funeral home after 6:30 p.m. Butler officiating. Ronnie
tonight( Monday ).
Allbritten is soloist and Mrs.
Carolyn Allbritteri is pianist.
Active and honorary
pallbearers are Ronnie
Dunn, Danny Dunn, Glen
Colson, Ken Todd, Howard
Todd, Cleo Colson, Leon ArMrs. Robbie Farmer nold, Jean Green, Junior
Hensley, formerly of Colson, Dwane Melton,
Calloway County, died Fri- Calvin Todd,and J. T. Todd,
day at the Masonic Widows* all nephews. Burial will
and Orphans Home in follow in the Temple Hill
•
Louisville. She was 93 years Cemetery.
Mrs.
Arnold,died
56,
of age.
The deceased was the Saturday at 2:15 a.m. at
widow of J. Bodine Hensley. Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
They previously resided on Her husband, John H. Arthe east side of Calloway nold, died Jan. 15,1969.
She is survived by two
County.c Mrs. .Hensley had
resided for sometime at the daughters, Mrs. Robert
Masonic Home and was Ad- Gallion, Puryear, Tenn.,and
mitted through Temple Hill Mrs. Larry Dumas, Dexter;
. Lodge No. 276 Free and Ac- two sons, Jesse Arnold, Murray,and John H. Arnold, Jr.,
cepted Masons.
Mrs. Hensley is survived Murray Route 2; one sister,
by one daughter, Mrs. Anne Mrs. Luvine Colson, Murray
Bucy, Ferndale, Mich., four Route 6; two brothers, Riley
grandchildren, and three Dunn, Murray Route 5, and
Bill Dunn, Murray Route 1;
great grandchildren.
grandchildre
six
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel
of the Spaulding-Curtin Prices of
stocks of local interest at 11
Funeral Home, Ferndale, writ local time today,furnished by First
Mich. Burial will follow in of Michigan Corp.,of Murray.
-13.60
the Woodlawn Cemetery, Industrial Average
Air Products
453,4-'4
Detroit, Mich.
American Motors
4's unc

Funeral Is Today
At Local Chapel
For Mrs. Arnold

Mrs. Hensley Dies
Friday; Former
Calloway Resident

Stock Market

--- --Hog

Market

Federal-State Market News Service
April 6, 1981
.
-Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 975 Est. 650 Barrows &
Gilts .25 higher Sows steady. 82.00
higher bulk of adv. on weights over 300
lbs
$39 00-39.50
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
. . $38.;:)-39.
US 22107250 lbs.
$37
LIE 75
US 2-3 240-260 lbs.
US 2-4 250-2700s.
Sows
$32
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
&It00-33.50
US 1-3300.498 lbs.
t15.50-37 00
US 1-3450.500 lbs
$37.00-38.00
US l-3500.65') His.
some 39.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
S32 00-33.00
Boars 28.00-30 00

Ashland
3515-34
American Telephone
513i1-70
Chrysler
Ford Motor'
21.-31.
G.A.F
123
.unc
General Dynamic
31'2-15
General Motors
General Tire
24'2-P15
Goodrich ..
.......... 25'2-'2
Goodyear
193.-'.
Gulf Oil
Heublein.
IBM
•herico
2.3b, 23'.a
F.:flan
20' 4ItttlIWN fitg K
•
unc
Pennwalt
sr,•
Quaker Oat
36'
U S Toots-co
'16'.',
Wendy s
16'4b. 16 .a
Fund

13.22

By SY RAMSEY
answers to the allegations and that he
trying to talk her out of testifying and
Funeral services for tion for an unusual olympic
Associated Press Writer
felt the board was a hostile tribunal
into withdrawing the charges.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — The which would go on a fishing expedition
J°sePn(Xis Jackson of Hazel event Friday, April 24,on the
Ms. Hester has accused markets
Route 3 were held Sunday at steps of Wells Hall.
state Personnel Board indicated it into other issues.
director Doug Wheeler and Barkley
2 p.m. at the chapel of the Competitors in the olym- might make findings today after four
"It would be like climbing on an
sexual harassment.
Miller Funeral Home,Hazel, pies will be rats. The event days of hearings on sex harassment operating table without an
Mrs. Barbara Armstrong, another
with the Rev. Dr. Paul begins at 9:30 a.qi.
charges brought by two women anaesthetic." Barkley said.
former
employee of the department,
Blankenship officiating and Sponsored by the Depart- against three Agriculture DepartT-aliaferro said Barkley's failure to
has
filed
harassment charges against
Mrs. Oneida White as ment of Psychology, the se- ment officials.
testify "certainly cannot help his
Wheeler and food distribution director
pianist.
The surprise as the hearings ended case" and came as a surprise to most
cond annual Rat Olympics
Gerald Deatherage.
Pallbearers were Joseph will include competition in Sunday was that Agriculture Commis- of the persons involved.
Paschall, James Bean, Joe the four-yard dash, the high sioner Alben Barkley did not testify.
He said Barkley had made allegaThe three men have consistently
Pat Carraway, Ralph Car- hurdle, and a new event this
Barkley, along with two other tions about a conspiracy against him,
denied all the allegations.
agriculture agency officials, has been
raway, Adolphus Paschall, year — the rat fashion show.
but there is probably not a scintilla
The final witness Sunday in the unand James Phillips. Burial The rat olympics will open charged with harassment by two of evidence of it. Those charges could
precedented case was Barkley's wife
was in the South Pleasant the
be irresponsible and would show that
Tona. She related that Barkley once
department's former female employees.
Grove Cemetery.
Board Chairman Phil Taliaferro perhaps he couldn't back them up."
told her that Ms. Hester was flirPsychology Fair, a day-long
Mr. Jackson, 80, died Fri- event attended by area high said the board will ponder the
Taliaferro said the board has four
tatious with him and quoted him as
day at 5:30 p.m. at the school students interested in evidence without transcripts and try statements by Barkley to use for his
saying: "She scares me to death. I
Puryear Nursing Home. A psychology.
to make findings quickly.
side of the issue.
wouldn't touch her with a 10-foot
retired farmer, he was a In addition to the olymIf the findings went against any of
He added that the board may go into
pole."
member of the South Plea- pics, demonstrations by those accused, they could go to "findings on the management of the
Ms. Hester has said Barkley asked
sant Grove United Methodist Murray State psychology Franklin Circuit Court.
Agriculture Department — that kind
her 'to be his lover and tried to peek
Church. His wife, Mrs. Win- students are planned in such
Although Barkley did not take the of seeped into the hearings" and into
down her blouse, once in the presence
nie McCullough Jackson, areas as psychology therapy stand in the months-long controversy, allegations that witnesses during the
of Barkley's 7-year-old son.
died May 21, 1976. Born Aug. role playing, bio-feedback, he made a statement at his home hearings were intimidated.
Mrs. Barkley testified that the boy,
2, 1900, in Calloway County, hypnosis, and surgery afterward.
That refers to some testimony that
hearing a segment of the testimony on
he was the son of the late (rats), according to Claire
In essence, the commissioner said Ann Hester, one of the complainants,
television last week, told her: "Who's
Tom Jackson and Lou Lafoon, a senior from Cairo, he was tired, that-his case stood on its had received telephone calls from
she talking about? ... She's not tailing
Sheridan Jackson.
Ill., who is helping coor- own, that he already had-given sworn persons not in her agency, allegedly
the truth."
He is survived by one son, dinate the fair.
Joe Rex Jackson and his High school students also wife, Ruby, Hazel Route 3; will be given general
one sister, Mrs. Leo Car- psychology tests in coMpeti•
raway, Murray Route 4; lion for a $200 scholarship to
•
three grandsons — Gary attend Murray State,
Jackson, Louisville, and Rex
Tours of the psychology
and Mark Jackson, Hazel department facilities are
WASHINGTON (AP) — President officials last Wednesday, although fice staff, said the president arose
Route 3.
•
scheduled and, -the high
Reagan, his damaged left lung clear- they later said Reagan might be before 7 a.m. and that "he slept well."
school students will be in- ing slowly _of_particles
that _410CLOC.S.
al
•
ft e
To
u y- say are'responhibie ft* hit
-1-144-ace
- Over-then-sin
Mieg,
kith
i-T
-S
a'
members.
temperature, may have to stay in the fever that reached what was describ- Reagan "Show persistent lung
The fair,will conclude in
hospital at least until the end of the ed as a "moderate" level between 101 filtrates along the bullet track, fin?the afternoon with presenta- week,aides say.
and 103 degrees Fahrenheit. The nor- dings which would be expected to'.
tion of the scholarship.
Reagan, who conferred for 10 mal body temperature is 98.6 degrees, resolve quite slowly."
minutes Sunday with Vice President and periodic checks were performed
O'Leary said the particles were proDue to the death of Dr.
George Bush about the Polish crisis to make sure no infection had set in. bably•dried blood or damaged tissue
David Hoy on April 2, 1981,
and other foreign policy matters, has None had,doctors said.
related to normal scarring and debris,
the planned benefit by the
no specific medical program for the
This morning, Robin Gray, a from the gunshot wound in Reagan's
City-County Arts Council on
rest of the'week. Doctors are deciding member of the White House press of- left lung and his subsequent surgery.
April 11 at the Irvin Cobb
what to do day by day.
Ballroom has been changed
Dr. Dennis O'Leary, spokesman for
LONDON (AP) — Bri- George Washington
to "A Celebration of David
University
Hoy." Time and date for the tain's longest and most ex- Hospital, said Reagan
"may be here
event at the Irvin Cobb is pensive libel action has end- for several more
days, but I'm just
still • the same; Saturday, ed with a defeat for the Rev. speculating."
Sun
Myung Moon's UnificaApril 11,at6:30p.m.
"We are working on a dayby-day
The tribute to Dr. Hoy will tion Church.
basis of assessing his course,"
A jury found the Daily O'Leary
include performances by:
said. "I don't see how to
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get'
Kevin King, Magician and II- Mail did not defame the predict where
your bearings. CalLme-your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
we're going to be."
lusionist; students from the churah when it published a
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
White House aides, however, said
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
Paducah Tilghman Choral May 1978 article alleging they expected
the 70-yearold presiwursaye yQur _family time and money..
Department under the direc- Moon's followers brainwash dent would
be far enough along the
Let me hea fro -I you scon.
tion of Loretta Whittaker; converts and break up road to recovery
from the assassina(Th
and others. Taped music for families.
tion attempt a week ago today to
The jury ordered the return home
dancing will follow.
by the end of the week.
"If you have already mafie British branch of the church That conforms
to a timetable originalreservations for the benefit, to pay $1.65 million in court ly mentioned by
senior White House
Inge Kin; 492-8348
• Mary flowitton 753-5570
call the City-County Arts costs.
Council only if you wish to
cancel. Otherwise, your
reservations will be held for
the April 11th Tribute" a
spokesman said. Those
wishing to make reservetions may call the CityCounty Arts Council at (5021
Michael Kevin Bryant, 18, director and coach at Mur444-7713.
a graduating senior at ray State by his former
Stewart County High School, players, students and
Dover, Tenn., has been
selected as -the fourth reci- friends.Cutchin served as head
pient of the ;650 Carlisle Cut- football coach at Murray
chin Memorial Scholarship from 1925 until 1930, head
at Murray State University basketball coach from 1926
for the 1981-82 school year. • until 1941, head baseball
The son of Mr. and Mrs. J. coach from 1925 until 1951
CAPE CANAVERAL Fla. C. Bryant, Route 1, Dover, and athletic director from
(AP) — Columbia pulsed he is "of -his422- 1925 until 19411._.
with electrical life today as a member class at Stewart The award is one of 101
started County High and plans to honor, memorial and alumni.
countdown
America's first space shuttle major in accounting at Mur- scholarships which have
down a precise, painstaking ray State in preparation for been awarded this spring
path aimed for liftoff at 5:50 a career as a certified public through the Murray State
a.m. CST Friday.'
Alumni Association and
accountant.
It is the beginning of the
His high school honors totaling more than $61,650.
last leg of the nation's first have included the Beta Club Included are 45 which have
manned space launch in six honor roll, the high gone to high school seniors in
years.
scholastic average award, the association's Century
Just before midnight Sun- as wen as outstanding stu- Club scholarship program
day, launch director George dent awards in algebra, and for which $22,500 was
,Page issued the "call to sta- world history, biology, contributed this year by $100
tions" summoning more health and English. He also donors to the program.
than 200 engineers, techni- received • the Electric
cians and other workers to Cooperative Essay award
the control center and the and a state farmer's degree
launch pad 3'2 miles away.
The boundary between the
with the Future Farmers of
America.
United States anancanada
The Cutchin scholarship was set out when tiTh Treaty
was established in 1977 in of Paris was signed in 1783.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — USDA — memo
Of the late athletic

or

President May Have To Stay
n Hospital Another Week

Arts council
Celebrate To
Honor Hoy

Unification Church
Case Ends With
Defeat

Get a headstart

in your new town. -

heicome ititfok

Stewart Senior To
Receive Carlisle Cutchin
Memorial Scholarship

one HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 7o,' toAp
Moses 753-9525

Shirts
Laundered and presset
to perfection
folded or on hangers

inIESTIAS

Club 279
Steak

Market

boors over SR ib 34,7548.01; under 300

prices gooa an

week,

MOILDAV

2159

Cattle 2200; slaughter steers 50 lower;
heifers steady; cows and bulls steady;
slaughter calves and vealers untested:
feeders Steady;
Slaughter steers 970-1256 lb 511.7061.60; good dairy breds 1100-1105 lb
53.50-54.70;
Slaughter heifers; 700-1065 lb 57:00.
60.00; 4-5 55.00; mixed good and cibice
100450 lb 54.00.57.00;
Slaughter cows commercial 43.0047.75; utility 41.00-45.50; high dressing
46.00-47.06; cutter 39.00-42.50; canner
and cutter under 000 lb 35.00-99.00;
Slaughter hulls 1-2 1050-1970 lb 54.00.
511.50; 2-3 1060.1735 lb 42.5042.50;
feeder steers 300-400 lb 69.50-74.50; 400500 lb 67:50-73.00; 500.600 lb 65.0048.50;
000435 lb 00.7544.30; 45 head 770 lb
64.50; 300465 lb 38.7545.75; 300.500 lb
61.0041.00; 300.700 lb 59.0044.50; holsteins'345410 lb 54.7543.25; 635-1010 lb
49.0065.25; 1-2 bulls 455-125 lb 14.2562.25; heifers 300400lb60.0043.75; 400500 lb 51.0041.75; 12 head 455 lb 64.75;
301400 lb 36.110-59.75; 1100-7110 lb 53.5031.50; 300400 lb 52.00-57.50; 300.700 lb
51.25401.011;...
Hags 1010; barrows and gilts 95-50
higher; 1-2.211-249 lb 40.7540.90; 220*lb 40.2140.75; 2-3 iss-we lb 39.7540.21; Mall lb 3/31-31.22; sows 1.75
lower; 14 310410 n)35.50-311.50; 350400
lb 3111.5947.50; 4111450 lb 3720-30.30;
110400 lb 30.10-30.10; 5104311 lb 30.2040.10; utility and wet sows 33.75-35.00:

"

S1RL0111 STOCKADE'S
WEEKDAV SPECIALS

Countdown For
First Space
Shuttle Begins

Livestock

Aprl 7-14

Personnel Board's Decision On
Harrassment May Come Today

lb 31.57-32.75;
Sheee; untested.

WEDIIESDAV

KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
. GENUINE GM PARTS.

Mita

197,Cutlass
Calais Coupe
black, silver- vinyl roof, silver interior,
bucket seats, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, am/fm tape, tilt
wheel, cruise, rally wheels, miles 29,xxx.

$6050.00.
Dwain Taylor Chevrelet
753-2617

641 South, Murray

Dinners'include:
All VouCan EatSALAD BAR,
Baked Potato or FrenchPries
&Stockade'roast
AU menu items 12 price for children under 12
when accompanied by an adult.

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Prices good

at partIcipetmg Sirloin

Stockades

Bel Air Shopping
Center — Murray,Ky.
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I. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

• PUSLIC MOUES
The Murray Planning Commission has received
two requests from Mr. John 0. Pasco to rezone
specific property located along North trth Street
east from one lot south of Calloway Avenue running north to College Form Rood. Thesereqeests
ask ro rezone Tract 1. from R-2 (Single Family
Dwelling) to ProfessionaixOffice ond to rezone
Troct 2. from R-2 (Single Family Dwelling) to R-5
(Multi-Family). These areas ore more specifically
described as follows:
TRACT 1. From 11-2 to P.O.
.40 feet off of the west side of lot No. 17, all of
Lot No. 18 and Lot No. 18A as shown in the Second
Replat of the Pasco Subdivision to the City of
Murray, Kentucky as recorded in Deed Book 105,
page 531 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court EXCEPTING 7 feet off of the west
side of Lot No. 18A deeded to the Commonwealth
of Kentucky for the use and benefit of the Department of Highways acting in an official capocity,
and recorded in Deed Book 109, poges 143 and
144 in -the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court.
TRACT 2. Front R-2 to R-5
Lot No. 37, Lot No. 56 and 25 feet off of the
west side of Lot No. 55 as shown in the Replot of
the Pasco Subdivision to the City of Murray, Kentucky as recorded in Deed Book 81, page 471 in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway. County
Court PLUS Lot No. 74, Lot No. 75, Lot No. 92, and
Lot No. 93 as shown in the Third Replat of the
Pasco Subdivision to the City of Murray, Kentucky
as recorded in Deed Book 108, page 471 in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court EXCEPTING 7 feet off of the west side of Lot No. 37,
Lot No. 56, Lot No. 75 and Lot No. 93 deeded to
the Commonwealth of Kentucky for the use and
benefit of the Department of Highways actinitin on
official capacity, and recorded in Deed Book 109,
pines 143 and 144 in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.•
The Public Hearing on these two requests wi •eon April 21, -1981 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council
Room of City Hall. You are openly invited to attend
this Meeting.
Steve Zea, City Planner
Chairman
Greg McKeel,
Murray Planning Cummission

2. Notice
Gold &

Silver
Pawn
Shop
Olympic Plaza

Bible Facts. Free Store for
the needy. 759-4600.

PAWN - BUY SELL - TRADE
Open9 a.m. 8o8

77k13

Weddings .11n dtStiriC
'ion

Carter Studio
301 Main

753 8298

Gardens broke then
ordered with power
tiller ready for planting.
Also
bushhogging, blade
work. 753-8786 or
753-5699.

Vernon's
Western
Store
Olympic Plozo

Leather Vests
New $49.95
Reg. S10001%
Open

MASAO,p.m.

753-1113

DID YOU KNOW THAT
SOME OF Ti4EM LIVE
ONLY TWENTY-FOUR HOURS ?

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

COMMONwEe --,4*,,
CONOF
TRACTORS.
KENTUCKY
Specimen ProDEPARTMENT OF
posals for all proTRANSPORTATION
be
jects
will
BUREAU OF
available to all inHIGHWAYS
terested parties at a
NOTICE TO
cost of $2 each(NONCONTRACTORS
REF UNDAB LE ).
Sealed bids will be
Specimen Proposals
received by the
cannot be used for
Bureau of Highways,
bidding.
at its office,
Frankfort, Kentucky, until 10:00
2. Notice
a.m. Eastern Standard Time on the
Moving? Spring cleanink?
24th day of April,
Have items you don't want?
1981, at which time
Call New Concord Auction
bids will be publicly
Barn. We will p.ickup, sell,
opened and read- for
and mail you a check Call
the improvement of:
436-5353.
SRS GR 810000001
Bituminous Surface
BIBLE CALL
Calloway Co., SRS
Strengthening our
018 0280 011-013 The
Faith - 7594444. Bible '
New Concord - McStory - 759-4445Cuiston Church (KY
280) Road from KY
121 (MP 12.683) northerly to MP 11.683,a
distance of 1.000
BILL'S FISH
•
mile.
MARKET
Calloway Co., SRS
018 1828 002-007 The
753-9381
6137 S. 4th
Tobacco-KY 893(KY
1828) Road from KY
783(MP 2.352) to US
5. Lost and Found
641 (MP 6.1348), a
distance of 3.696
-* Lost Saturday somewhere in
miles.
Midway: Toy Poodle, black
The Bureau of
with white spot, on chin,
Highways hereby
answers to name Missy. Call
notifies all bidders
. 492-8996.
Lost: Large brown Labrador
matively insure that
Retriever with yellow eyes,
in any contract
Male,
wearing 2 collars in
entered into purvicinity of western Calloway
suant to this adverCounty. Reward!. Call 759tisement, minority
1718.
business enterprises
will be afforded full'
6. Help Wanted
opportunity to submit bids in response
A new look in party plan
tothis invitation, and
demonstrations. - Excellent
be
not
will
Manager oppty. 14kt gold
discriminated
and costume jewelry. Free
against on the
Hostess Gifts. High weekly
ground of race, color
comm. Recruit leads furnished. No invest. Call free
or national origin in
Lisa llry. Co. 1-800-631consideration for an
1258.
award.
Bid Proposals for
Fisher Price Toys needs a
all projects will be
maintenance mechanic
available until 9:00
With experience in set up
A.M. EASTERN
repair and preventive
-STANDARD TIME,
mereleneftee--of-inclustrial FRIDAY, APRIL 24,
production equipment.
Candidates should have
1981, at the Division
strong mechanical and
of Contract Procureelectrical background with
ment. Bid Proposals
blue
print
reading
for all projects will
knowledge and use of
be available at a cost
various guages. Send
of $2 each and remitor application to
resume
tance payable to
.Fisher Price Toys, East PenState Treasurer of
ny Road, Murray, KY. An
Kentucky must acequal opportunity
company request for
employer.
proposals (NONKirksey Ball Clubs need
REFUNDABLE).
qualified umpires for sumBID PROPOSALS
mer program Call 489ARE ISSUED ONLY
or 489-2666
2716
PRE
TO
HE TOLD ME HE HAD
ONLY ONE RE6RET..

1. Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

I4E SAID,'I WISH I
KNEW AT NINE O'CLOCK
WHAT I KNOW NOW"

4/9

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF KENTUCKY
AT PADUCAH
CIVIL NO . C-81-0054-P(J)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA PLAINTIFF
VS. Undetermined quantities of articles of drug i
any strength, or in any size container,.
tured by either Premo Pharmaceutica
Laboratories, Inc., South Hackendack, New
Jersey,or Federal Pharmacal, Inc., Kir.gshill,St.
Croix, U.S.V.I.,and labeled in part
PUBLIC NOTICE
(bottle)
"••*ReserpinewHydratazine
HC1***Hydrocholorothiazide•"Premo Pharmaceutical Laboratories,Inc., South Hackensack,
N. J., U.S.A.07606"*"
(bottle)
"***Metronidazole Tablets***Caution:"'Federal
Pharmacal, Inc., Kingshill, St. Croix, U.S.V.I.
00850*"
(bottle)
"***Furosernide Tablets U.S.P.*** Caution:
***Federal''Federal Pharmacal,Inc. Kingshill,
St. Croix, U.S.V.I. 00850***"
(bottle)
""*Thioridazine Hydrochloride Tablets, U.S.P.
***Caution: ***Federal Pharmacal, Inc.
Kingshill,St. Croix, U.S.V.I.00850"*"
(bottle)
"Sulfamethoxazole and Trimethoprim *** Caution: "I" Federal Pharmacql, Inc. King4hil1, St.
Croix, U.S.V.I.00850'
(bottle)
"***Chlorthalidone with Reserpine Tablets
"Caution: ***Premo Pharmaceutical Labs.,Inc.
South Hackensack, N. J., U.S.A.07606"
(bottle)
"SPIRONOLACTONE TABLETS U.S.P.
***Premo Pharmaceutical Laboratories, Inc.,
South Hackensack,N. J., U.S.A.07606"
(bottle)
WITH
"•*•SPIRONOLACTONE
HYDROCHLOROTHIAZIDE TABLETS ***
Premo Pharmaceutical Laboratories Inc. • uth
Hackensack, N. J„, U.S.A.07606"*"
(bottle)
"***TRIAM-THIAZIDE***contains Triamterene
U.S. P., ***Hydrochlorothiazide, U.S.P. ***Premo
Pharmaceutical Labs., Inc., South Hackensack,
N. J., U.S.A.07606"
(tube)
Cream
Valerate
"*"*Betamethasone
0.1%"*BETA-VAL***Premo Pharmaceutical
Labs"."South Hackensack,N.J., U.S.A.07606""
(bottle)
"Diethylpropion. HCIJTD 75 mg Tablets
***Premo Pharmaceuticals Inc., South Hackensack, N. J., U.S. A.07606"
Pursuant to a Warrant of Arrest of Property,
issued in the above-entitled cause, I did, on March
24,1981,seize from The Murray Drug Corporation,
415 South 4th Street, Murray, Kentucky, the
following:
411 Bottles of METRONIDAZOLE Tablets, 100
per bottle.
276 Bottles of METRONIDAZOLE Tablets, 250
per bottle.
103 Bottles of METRONIDAZOLE Tablets, 500
per bottle.
288 Bottles of FUROSEMINDE Tablets, 1,000
per bottle.
69 Bottles of CHLORTHALIIX)NE WITH
RESERAINE,100 per bottle.
-12 Bottles of CHLORTHALIDONE WITH
RESERAINE,1,000 per bottle.
471 Tubes of BETAMETHASONE VALERATE
CREAM,15 grams each.
Pursuant to Rule C of Supplemental Rules to the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, I hereby give
notice generally unto all persons having or claiming to have any right, title, or interest in the
foregoing described article(s) that they must file
their claims with the Clerk of this Court within ten
days after the date of this Notice, or within such
additional time as may be allowed by the Court,
and must serve their answers to the Complaint
within twenty days after the filing of their claims.
All claims filed shall comply with the requirements of Paragraph (6)of said Rule C.
JOHN SABOL
UNITED STATES MARSHAL
Western District of Kentucky

4S5

N-ANC>?---PLEASE
RETURN THE THING
I LOANED YOU
LAST
WEEK

I'LL
BRING IT
RIGHT
OVER

HERE
SHE '#./
COMES

THANKS FOR
RETURNING MY
RAINCOAT
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6. Help Wanted

LPN needed for 3-11 and
11-7 shift, excellent salary,
and benefits. Apply in person at Care Inn of Mayfield
or call 247-0200.

Wanted: Someone with a
trailer to live on lot and
take care of yard and
garden, lots, stock barn,
pond, and lot. All rent free.
436-2405.

e i

44%/44
"
4
4.

6. Help Wanted

PRE-SEASON SALE

410

mei Lin1100 ilm.• SynOcato

TNE WINO BLEW

orP I-115 NAT. HE'S
DONN THERE
LOOKING FOR rT

THAT

T11-1t MAN PROM

fl-4E &.AUNDRY TO PICK
Tl UP YOUR PrakiTS

DON'T'
THINK I'VE
EVER SEEN
BEETLE
WITHOUT
HIS HAT

HEY, Ti-IANKs!
DID YOU COME TO

WELP

OOK?

7

Season Passes for the MurrayCalloway County Swimming Pool may
be purchased now thru May 29. Purchase prior to May 5 to be eligible
for a free season pass.
Family Passes $60.00
Single Passes $30.00
Passes may be purchased at the
Park Office, 10th IL Payne Sts.,
phone 753-7640.
Ail=1111=111111111111111111IMMIC
27
ff

The "Bear"
Facts...
The Bear Is
A Half Century
Today!
Happy Birthday
Bear

6nfr
19. Farm Equipment,
sale: Walking garden
IMMEDIATE (*EMIRS,

ADY
dow
410'
For
tow
carp
(lisp
was

Aluminum Martin houses,
Lynn Grove Market, 4354171

tractor. Breaking plow,
diss,turrow opener. $500.
Fred Babcock, 436-2570.
One, two, three, and four
Garden plows with wood tread fiberglass steps, light
handles, double pointed weight, salt will not
shovel, mouldboard, and 5- damage. Ideal tor ti ilers.
prong cultivator, $29.9. Murray Lumber Co.. 104
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Maple Street.
Garden seeder, plants 21 (kept bars for Homelite;
different vegetable seeds, Poulan; or Echo chain saws.
$39.99. Wallin Hardware, 16", $16.99; 20", $19199.
Paris.
Wallin Hardware, Pans.
15' Gooseneck trailer with Purple Martin houses. 6
3 axles for sale. Phone 489- room. $24.99; 1.2 room,
1. Storage Bldgs.
2740.
$36.99; 48 room, $49.99;
Custom Built portable Tillers, 5 hp, chain drive, 24 room, $59.99. Wallin
buildings. Call 753-0984.
Briggs & Stratton engines. Hardware, Paris.
9. Situation Wanted $239.99: Wallin Hardware, PLANTS. Garden, bedding,
Paris.
houseplants, fruit trees and
Would like job housecleaning, have good references. Wheelbarrows. $19.99; shrubs. Open 8:30-2:00,
$29.99; $42.99; and 69.99. mornings. 5-7 PM evenings,
Call 759-1255.
.Monday through Friday. 8-5
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Will break and disc
Saturday. Sunny Acres
gardens. Call 753-5463 or 20. Sports Equipment Nursery, 901 Johnny
753-0144.
RObertson road, 753-3619
Remington 243. scope and' and Murray Sport Marine,
case, $190. Kenmore:
10. Bus. Opportunity range, $125, washer and 718 South 4th, 753-7400.
Have a highly profitable, dryer, $300. Call 753-6910 26. TV-Radio
non-franchised Jean and after 4:30.
Assume monthly payment
Sportswear Shop of your The Pistol People: Invest in on a new Magnavox t.v.,
own. Featuring over 100 a feeling of security, largest paying only $7.96 down.
brands - Levi, Vanderbilt. variety, lowest priced, no Leach's Music & TV.. in the
Klein; Sedgefield, Brittania, registration Air red tape in Jim-Adams
shoppingmany more. $17,500 in- Kentucky.. Country Boy center, Paris; TN.
,cludes inventory, in-shop Store, 9 miles west of
27.Mobile Home Sales
training, and installed fix- Hopkinsville junction KY 27
tures. Can be open within
Hours 8-5. Sunday 1974 Atlantic, 12x60, 2
15 days. Call Mr. Hartley at 12-5.(502)885-5914.
bedroom, complete setup,
PACESETTER FASIONS 1excellent condition. Phone
22. Musical
(214)-937-9876.
345-2411.
MINNENS,. Bel-air and
3Iympic Plaza. A pair of
.31es persons to work every
mining, some nights and
Sundays. Apply in person
only at ,Minnens, Olympic
Plaza, Monday, April 6th,
10am-5pm. An equal opportunity employer.
Jobs Overseas - Big money
fast. $20,000 to $50,000
plus per year. Call 1-716842-6000, Ext, 2454.

755'
For
bedr
pr iva
furm
lease
For r:
ly
Unit:
requi
Furni
Of

11. Instructions
Guitar lessons in my home.

Piano and - organ lessons,
music conservatory trained
.and experienced teacher.
Beginning- and advanced.
753-7575.

14. Want To Buy

Used Spinet piano, monthly
Payment. $34.21. Leach's
Music Co. your -Lowrey
organ dealer, Paris, TN..

Want to buy: Used card
table. Call 474-9729 or
475-2346 after 5 pm.
Want to buy junk cars. Call
474-8838
Want- to buy use& basketball backboard and post
Call 753-5750

you amid play
organ? Bat have
no omen? Well tarnish the ergo in yew
home et no charge yea
pay only for the
lessons.
CLAYTONS
753-7575

15. Articles For Sale
1969 Chevrolet pickup, 289
motor, excellent condition:
camper topper, _excellent
corrtlitiobT1 girls bicycles
1-24", 1-26". Call 7536481 after 5:30 call 1538306.
China cabinet; cradle; large
bookcase; heavy duty shop
table. 436-5414.
Does your house need painting? Olympic has a product
for every job. Semitransparent stain; solid color stain; acrylic-latex and over-coat.
Olympic
Reasonable price, $12.50
per gallon and under. Murray Lumber Co., 104 Maple
Street.
Galvanized clothes line
posts. 2"x84-, holds 7
lines. $16.9g a pair. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Like new, Craig AM-FM
stereo, 8-track, turn fable,
and speakers. $125. Also a
Craig AM-FM stereo, 8track, turn table, and
12e4heq, $50. Also § small
tMae able, $10. CSII 7538465.
Men's LaCoste style short
sleeve shirts 50% polyester,
5(f% ctitton; .4 button
placket, pocke,t $8.95;
Wind breakers $5795; Mesh
summer caps, $1.69. East Y
Grocery, 753-8786.
Oregan chain saw chains,
3/8" pitch for 16" bar,
$7.99; for 20" bar. $8.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Snapper mower blades:
26", 28". 30" or 33",
$5.99 each. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Typewriters for sale: IBM
Executive Model D; Royal
5000 Selextrix; IBM Selectrix Corrector. Lite Real
_Estate,Aurora. 474-2717.
Three fish aquariums with.
filters, pumps, and lights.
Call 474-2708.

Three
merit.
Call 2
Two
kitchi
heat .
or 75

12x58 Scheville,
bedroom, mostly furnished.
$3800. Call 753-8417.
Two house trailers for sale,
both in good condition.
753-2493.

_Room
hitch:
air a
sum
One
1626
8572

28. Mob. Home Rents
12x60 trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
Court, locate Murray DriveIn entrance. Two bedroom trailer, completely furnished, very nice,
$150 per month. Call 7538964 after 5 pm.
• Two bedroom mobile home,
furnished, central heat and
air, $75 security deposit,
--4150-per- month iwiL No
pets. Call 753-4808.

24. Miscellaneous

30. Bisiness Rental

Brownell nylon No. 21 and.
24, $3.29 lb.; No. 9. $3.98
lb.; Berkley McMahon
swivels, $2.45 per 100;
Mustad hooks 1/10,
$11.50 per 1000." East Y
Grocery, 753-8186.
Lawn mower batteries, 12
volt, 24 month guarantee.
$21.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.

Commercial building on
Olive Blvd., formerly University Bookstore. Call 7532967 after 5 pm.
Mini

Worelsense
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

POOL MANAGER/
LIFEGUARDS NEEDED
Applications are being accepted for a pool
manager ant lifeguards by the MurrayCalloway County Parks Department. Applications may be obtained before April 15 a
the parks office, 10th and Payne Streets,
753-7640.
Now Taking Applications
For

I

sleep
man
16th.
Near
bedr
ment
low
th. 7'
One
apart
on 1,
grou
One
apart
MS
pets.
furni•
1st $
Two
tral h
wash:
stove
Coup1
$195

Three
den.
dinin
backy.
-

grill
neigh'
street
lease
mont
19817
5:30'
Three
garage
16th S
Small
house,
from
1644.

37.
For sa
bull. C
REE
your g
breedi
stallio

Isole

1, 2 and 3 bedroom units. One bedroom
handicapped units.
Apply Mon.-Fri. 11 Imre. to 1 p.r.

The Village, 641 North
502-437-4157

IOU

Equal Housing Opportunity

WE
TERMITES

911SC
poi

16. Home Furnishings

favree

Commodes, white A-grade,

1979

$43.99. Wallin Hardware,

he. 4

Pans.

I

C. 3
pos
hum

USED FURNITURE

Breakfast mites Bedroom Suites Recliners - Swivel
Reckon - Coaches and
TV's
Itehigeraters • hay
Bed.
NOM & SON
les S.soh
753-4149

19:Farm Equipment
For sale: 2840 John Deere
tractor. Calf 345-2607.

Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fore. Have your home
treated nowl 751'23914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
'Over 33 years experience. Horne owned and
operated.
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32. Apts. F.Of Rent
38. Pets-Supplies
APiytments 106 rent. near AKC Great-Dane pupPies.
downtown Murray. 753- good bloodline. 753-3749.
4109.
AKC Minature Dachshund
For rent. 2 bedroom puppies,
champion
townhouse.. apartment. bloodlines, smooth haired
carpet, range, refrigerator, and wire haired $50 and
disposer.
dishwasher, $60 each Call 527-9700
washer-dryer hookup, cen- after 4 pm.
tvat heat Ed air can 153-- AKC German Shepherd pep1559 or 751-7550.
-- pies, , 28 champions. 5
For rent Large duplex, 2 generations
Registered
bedrooms, located in American Eskimo Spitz
private area. Appliances puppies. 502-554-2153.
furnished
Deposit and AKC Doberman puppies.
tease. Call 753-3343
sired by Ch. Knox's Carbon
For rent 2 bedroom partial- Copy-COX Sch. I ROM. 753ly furnished, close to 5620.
University. No pets. Deposit Dog obedience classes for
required. 753-7809.
AKC competition or more
Furnished apartments, one obediant pet Boarding •
or two bedooms. Also covered runs 436-2858
sleeping rooms. Zimmer- 41. Public Sale
man Apartments, South
16th, -753-6609.
Garage sale. 8th, 9th. and
Near University. one 10th. 7 miles from Murray
bedroom furnished apart- on Highway 121 South. Nicment, central heat and air, nacs, dishes, tools, toys.
low utilties. $120 per mon- and lots of bargains.
th. 153-7114. '
One bedroom fur is-fled 43. Real Estate
apartment, air•conditi ned.
on 121 North next
Fair
Delightfull mini farm.
:
grounds. Call 753-31 9.
M L. Creek bottom farm
well
water,
some fencing, sand
One bedroom furnished
soil. tillable land now in pasture,
apartment, one block from room
for 5 cattle or 10 horses.
M.S.U.. 'couples only, no Mobile home 12 x 60 has 5 rooms.
pets, gas heat and water 2 bedrooms, bath, flue for
electric and wood
furnished Available April fireplace,
heat, garage, well with lie,6
1st. $150 Call 753-1203.
pump. "insulatidn. View over
looks bottom land.
Two bedroom duplex. cen- family poultry house.Woodshed.
Or pay.s1
tral heat and air, outlets for state highway for 300 .eet,
to town convemen es. Sale
washer and dryer. built-in miles
includes air conditioner, kitstove and refrigerator. chen table, range and
Couples preferred. No pets. refrigerator. $12,800 buys. Just 2
miles to
popular
lake.
$195 per month. Call 7.53- Ideal
1,.r Youi Solar
H

STRIIUT REALTY
llllllu Broker
Jo..

Three riliom furnished apartment. 400 South 6th St.
Call 247-1459
Two bedroom duplex,,. all
kitchen appliances, central
heat and air. Call 753-8146
or 753-2437.
33. Rooms for Rent
Rooms for boys, furnished,
kitchen facilities, central
air and heat, available for
summer and fall semester.
One block from campus,
1626 Hamilton. Phone 7538572 or 436-5479. *
34.TIousesior Rent
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
den, living room. kitchen
dining•combination, fenced
backyard with tall hedge for
ivary concrete _patio-and
grill.
Excellent
neighborhood. on quiet
street near M.S.U. One year
lease required; $400 per
month. Available June 1.
19817 Call 753-5805 after
5:30 PM
Three bedroom brick with
garage, $225. 1300 South
16th St. 753-6609.
35. Farms. For Rent
Small farm with barn, brick
house, carpet, au, 10 miles
from Murray. $175. 7591644 •

1912 coldwaier Rd.

753-01$6

37. Livestock-Supplies
For sale: 2 year old Angus
bull. Call 753-0967.
REE MAR ARABIANS. Book.
your good mares for 1981 -breeding season. Three
stallions. 753-6126.

,....%11%11111‘. I

3IE

43. Real EstateBusiness for sole
goo'
grossin
business. Owners out
side interest is reoso
for selling. Lodies Apparol, good location.

SkeetWaldrop
Real Estate
Have a garden
on this nice lot
with a neat two
bedroom home
1.7 miles from
Murray.
•
REM ESTATE
A, PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

CANTERBURY. 3 bedroom.
2 bath home designed' for
large family. Enjoy spacious
great roan with fireplace.
large kitchen-dining area. 2
car garage. and fenced
back yard in this nearly new
home. Let us show you today. Call Spann Realty
Associates, 753-7724.
Hey' Hey! Want a garden
and a place for a horse? We
have it' A 1 1 7 tract with 3
bedroom brick home barn
with 8 stalls and fenced
pasture
An additional
feature is assumable VA
loan with small equity and
low inter't r .
show you a great investment. You'll be glad you
did. Priced in the $40's. Offered by CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs. Realtors. 7531492

Once in a lifetime a home
like this comes along. The
grounds of this stately two
story solid brick home gives
the illusin r)f a frivateestate" - within the city
limits. From the entry hall,
to your right is a warm
spacious living room with
fireplace, to your left is a
charming library with floor
to ceiling bookcases, to the
rear is the formal dining
room and compact .kitchen
with storage in every corner. On the second floor,'
you will discover three
bright airy bedrooms with
the master bedroom having
it's own fireplace. This
home has the charm of
yesterday. the comforts of
today and the conveniences
of tomorrow. Won't you
come and let us give you
your private tour today? Call
759-1492. Offered- by CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs.
Realtors.
THE PRICE WILL NEVER BE
LOWER for lake front property. Owner will finance
28 acre tract at just 11%.
Build your own private
retreat in this beautiful
lake setting or take advantage of an excellent investment. Priced to sell quickly. Ask for _Wendy at Spann
Realty Associates, 7537724.

BOYD-MAJOR
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Services
With The Friendly Touch"

WHY
RENT?
When you can own a
good basic, carpeted
2 bedroom home,
close to Murray on -a
2 acre lot with 3 outbuildings and a
garage. Alternate
financing available Call for details. Priced at only $18,000:
CLOSE TO
SHOPPING
Excellent location,
shaded'fenced back
yard, 3 BR., 1 Bath,
B.V. with carport.
Separate dining
room, elec. heat and
air. Paved drive,
located at 1397
Johnson Blvd. Priced
to sell, at $32,500.
Ideal for retired couple of young family.

•

Acreage - Construction & Forming Equipment

PUBLIC AUCTION

49. used Cats

7

1976 Chevrolet. high Fence sales at gears now
mileage, extra clean, power Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimate for your
steering, brakes. windows
Jacks. $2000 . Can be seen needs
at 1510 Sycamore
General home repair.
1969 Chrysler Newport Carpentry, concrete work.
plumbing, roofing. siding,
Custom
4-door Sedan
power steering and brakes -winclOW and door inair-conditioned $450 Call stallation. • Free estimates.
No job too small Colson
527-9700
Extra nice 1974 Chrysler Construction. 474-2359 or
New Yorker Broughm. hard- 474-2216_
top. nearly new tires 492, Guttering by Sears Sears
continous gutters installed
8300
•
per your specifications Call
1977 Ford LTD, jiower
Sears
753-2310 for free
steering, power brakes air Conditioned. automatic. estimate.
'And what's harmful to our health today?' radio, vinyl top, new toes. Heating, refrigeration and
41 000 miles,3ne owner electrical repair. Bob's
41.-Real Estate
43. Real Estate
$2450 Call ;53-6235 c
Refrigeration
.
Service.
S3-2216
Hazel. KY. 498-8370 or
Super constructed 2
For sale 1972 Ford LTD '
sta- 753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
story home with all
tionwagcn Call 753-4657 K & K Stump Removal. Do
the luxuries inafter 530 pn
you need stumps removed
cluding central heat
For sale- 1973 Pontiac from your yard or land
753-1222
and air and Fisher
Catalina. 9 passenger cleared of stumps? We can
wood burning stove.
wagon. perfect_ running remove stumps up to 24'
Located on KY. Lake
condition,
$800 firm. Call below the ground. leaving
ANOTHER NEW
with its own canal
753-0219
oetween
9 and 5. only sawdust and chips.
LISTING
Call for free estimate, Bob
and boat dock with
Attractive
3
For sale Good 350 Chevy Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
year..., round deep
bedroom, 2' bath
automatic transmission Kemp. Jr: 435-43'19.
water. You must see
home approximately
firm Call 753-0219
$50
this one!
Licensed 'electrician and
one year old. Located
between 9 and 5
gas installation, heating inin small subdivision
Beautiful spacious
stallation and repairs. Call
halfway
between
home at the waters
74 Dodge Colt, good
753-7203
Murray
and
condition. excp.
edge of KY. Lake. It
MITCHELL BLACK TOPP I NG
Mayfield. Offered in
clean, good gas
is not only 'well built,
Commercial and residenthe mid $40's with
mileage. $1750 for
secluded, and restful
tial Also -patching. sealing.
aAumable loan.
Quick Sale! 767-4441.
but is maintenance
and striping. For estimates
Phone 753-1222, Kopfree and can be dividcall 753-1537:
perud 'Realty for
ed into two separate
Real Service in Real
For sale: 1974 LTD Ford. 114,11s carpet installation
living quarters. Enreasonable
rates.
Call 753-0967.
Estate!
joy the convenience
4-UNIT APARTMENT
Si
or one
cylinder.
our own priva e
year No vinyl please Call
or
$1500
best
offer
435Good rate of return
boat dock. $59,500.
Gene Mills 753-0901
4374
on this 2 story, 4 unit
Call today for an appointment to see this
rental property.
1977 Sports Fury. 49.000 Need work on your trees?
gorjjeous home.
Priced in the $50's.
miles, one owner, excellent Topping, pruning, shaping,
gas mileage. $1975. 753- complete removal and
Assumable loan and
more Call BOYER'S TREE
7702 or 437-4645.
owner financing
13
SERVICE for professional
available,
51. Used Trucks
tree care 753-8536
Murray-Calloway
reasonable terms.
1975 CJ-5 Jeep with ap- SUNBIRD AIRLINES Daily
County Realty
Phone 753-1222, Kopproximately 43,000 miles commuter flights between
(502)7534144
perud Realty.
4-84-2513 - 304*. 12tIv St.
- ()tray ant Nastmtte- Catt
Murray, Ky. 42071For sale Ford pickup truck 489-2199
w...cm.- 436.2430
225 Acres located east of
1979. real nice Call 753- 5-1.-Campers
Prootic'
s Woo - 753-5725
New Concord. Bottom land
1348
Lesko Pier - 733-2409
1973 Midas camper. 18'
now in wheat, pasture.
Shirley Wilford -.7523043
1971
pickup,
Ford
low
Terry Sitemooker Auctiesmr
self-contained.
$2500 Call
young timber, creek.
753.5124
miles, new tires. 2 tone 753-0593.
.1110er
blacktop road- access. Less
Roy A S
green, extra, extra nice,
than $450/acre. Owner
original truck. Call 753- School bus camper. nice. Afinancing at. 10%. John C 44. Lots For Sale
1 condition. Also 1977
0778 after 5 pm.
Neubauer. Real Estate.
Chevrolet
van, extra clean
Lots in Bagwell Manor. will 1978 GMC
short wheel base Call 436-2427
1111 Sycamore, 753boance. Contact Howard pic ku p
6 cyl miter_ stmght.
0101/7531
-gfr,- topper, AM-FM
5960
cassette stereo, good gas
Pardon a Thermion
Fol&ile
Homes
-46.
mileage $3300 Phone
Insurance A
19' Deckcroft, 85 hp
901-247-5439
Real Estate
Evinrude motor, used
FOR RENT
1973 International truck
Smithies,* Court Sq.
less than 10 hours.
A two bedroom newly
van, 22', 106 model. good
Murray, Kentucky
HATCHER
decorated house in
condition. price $2995.95.
753-4451
AUTO
SALES
the Locust Grove comCall (901) 642-7190 ask for
753-4961
munity. It is very
extension 45 or 37
Two bedroom in Southwest
nice. Coll Herman K.
school district Call Spann
1978
Chevrolet
ENis, 753-5451 or
15 Foot Crosby bass boat
Realty Associates. 753Pickup, power and
753-2934.
with
trailer, 50 hp Mercury
7724.
air-conditioning. Exmotor. May be seen at
You have. read many ads A-frame lake house for sale.
tra clean. Price
Darnell Marine, 94 East.
about lakefront property so 2 levels, 2 bedrooms, 1
$3,650.00.
MARINE SERVICE Evinrude
why not call Ken Shores bath, utility room. large livJohnson - Mercury, OMC
PURDOM
Estates for the prices on ing room. wobd deck on
Sterndrive and Mercruiser.
lake front lots, or five acre frOnt, lake access, in
OLDSMOBILE
Murray Sport & Marine,
parcels near the lake, or beautiful area. Call 753PONTIAC
718 South 4th, 753-7400
one parcel of over 30 acres 0552.
CADILLAC
with waterfront Any of By owner: 3 bedroom brick,
14' Ranger. 70 hp Evinrude
753-5315
these properties can be 1 large bath. fully carpeted.
with power trim, live well,
rod storage, trolling motor
purchased with a 'Ow down ideal location. Owner leavpayment and balance ing town. Phone 753-7378. Sharpers hand saws a-nd canvas cover. drive-on
skill saws Call 753 4656
trailer, $1850 345-2696.
financed at 10% interest.
Ken Shores Estates, 1111 For sale or rent: 2 new brick
homes. 2'i miles east of
Sycamore St.. 753-7531.
Dexter. Call 437-4817 after
6 pm.

52.-Boats-and-ttortitt-

1

PARIS LANDING, KENTUCKY LAKE

24.1 ACRES-CNOICE SUILDINC TRACTS-24.9 ACRES
LAND SELLS AT 3:00 P.M.
Erect I: 6.8 Acres kowtow es Erect No. 23-314'freesias en CM-De•Sec
Tract IL 71 Acres known es Erect No. 22- 316.6'frontage
Trect ID: 70.3 Ames • 321.8'of Emotive
Those deka HIP& lots are toasted la•beeetlfel diffoloplisp woe tbat I.. S
beans already rid 3 were des t• Port tbis
whir Tie hit.. partially severed MO mop oak, hickory, popfar rid pie
trees.'Ibis ens *Nen pm•beautiful Om et
wale meadows set peorroboad. A perfect eyperivalty h.ii. gewiteuseo forsor,
forseemo w eladoen mac

DON'T MSS THESE ACREAGE TRACTS
Tata 20% Dews Dip.4 5.4.. Ildeoce Dee WIND
30 days. Soap salted

to Rosen Coefirwatise.

FARMING EQUIPMENT
ma NOW= MARI BAUR (Died 2,100 idol); NEW NOUAND ROUND IIA5.15(71111111eles); NEW NOUAND NAT RAE: MIN
NOUAND Nay Was No. 417; DP RAID IAND SEEM; CAW All ININISTRIAL
TRAM,•/CONSTRIKTKIN RING LOADER: POST
IOU DOWN OWE NNW); Com 970 Apri-Rbi Tiltler; Case V -Type ODIN PINT
(Ni.), Case Train Ressimp Sean Ileekbeg 14'
Retery Maim; Allude. Gaol Saw ter fhb" Leadier; Teedisliteg Nay
Nosey; Doeldell 14
'Wee; Minot 74118441 lbe Wipe;
Wow 191•66114; eibar items to aweenias N weritle•
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
Mr. Newry Warren, Murray, Reatecky - 502•75341111
THIS IS AN OPEN SALE - BRING TOUR EQUIPMENT

num. -
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duels, cob. ALI* redo (1,337 Neers-Osk 241055 11UC0111- I pt. WI, VS ford
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VENOM AND CAMPERS - BOAT
1010 Imonettowel Tromitlar N. 4870 trettor, 111,41410 miles, 440 Conlaings, 13 sod., Imp* Petbsits, At, PS, Teta Wow
18,414 Pa- 444r9 4144 44141 were: vlito 1/7 mad twieb Deetior; '77 demo
T PU PAPS, AC, hot
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MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS - i Wetel twat
Cesb-Calisiers Check, Web letter of credit ter buyers net personal knew. by Alezmidar Real
Estate A Auction Saes
isses mormeit Pidisi OT NUE DAY
CNICII-1111, WIC.140 IOW Newer IONS ca.alCH p...-lotodor ew penis
POI NSW NIPORNIATION CONTACT

Alexander Real Estate & Auction Sales
MAIVIN I. ALEXANDER, Antitumor Lk. Ne. 67
ON. 231 IhdversIty St. • Mame S117-4244-Merik, TN 38237
WON: lilwebt I Alovaada.
3117 4568

Ten, Meg

364 2708
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be bid ea Utits MO* Riad 1 oh metlionist of New loodise Imo P.1.7... West off Niplovey 79 stress free
Si.
Imps Nen Nobs sad at W.Maven Maw ProemI I
N We site. Wood for tab erms1.
op it. b.Iii, worts Sweeten be is soiling big mpspomet rod chamois, his operativion.
Mr Rory Were.is &Meg his

1E

753-1222

Two story, 3 bedroom
home, large lot located at
1008 Olive, $21,500. Call
753-9775 or inquire at
1011 Olive.
47. Motorcys

GOOD INVEST1980
Honda
CX500
. MENT
Custom,' 5200 miles.
Three bedroom brick
several extras. Excellent
within walking
condition. Call 753-8078.
distance of the
University.
1979 Honda GL-100. very
This
good condition. Call 153house could be good
8856.
investment property
as a rental, or would
1975 Kawasaki 500. $550.
be ideal for a young
Needs minor work, runs
couple's first home.
easy. Call 767-4756
Price just lowered
between 11PM and lAM.
$3000 to $32,000.
Suzuki 185 street bike,
Phone 753-1222, Kopelectric start, luggage rack.
perud Realty.
sissy bars. 1500 miles,
THE OLD
$550. Call Steve 767-2978
COUNTRY
weekdays.
STORE •
1979 Suzuki GS-550, 5600
Lots of good property
miles, excellent condition.
and lots of good
plexiglass fairing. travel
memories go with
trunk and adjustable back
this unusual listing.
rest. Call 3fter 5 pm, 753Turn of the century
9567.
General Store with
1978 Yamaha XS-400 street
all the old display
bike, black and gold. excases and many old
cellent condition. 6,000
furnishings included
miles with lots of extras.
.in sale. Located in
Call 436-5347
old Almo, property
includes -a full city • 1979 Yamaha 650 Special,
black, like new. Call 759block. Ideal (or
4749 after 4 pm.
restaurant or any
type retail business
49. Used Cars
including its present
For sale: 1975 Vega, good
use as a General
condition,
4-speed
Store, $39,500. Phone
- transmission.
, 31 mpg
Kopperud Realty,
highway, $750 or best of753-1222 for all the
fer. Call 436-2593 even'details.
ings.

3111:0
•

52. Boats and Motors

53. Services Offered

16 1 7 ft Searay boat 100
hp Mercury motor and
Pamco trailer Call 474
2708

FLOOR SANDING Staining
and finishing Call 354
6127

53.-Ui
vices Offered

MS Supper Shell
Sank 41k Stmt
Merrily
Ceoptd-to
dote
Repair. Fret Lake with
edged fitter Osage.
753-7196.

ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
or vinyl siding and trim
Aluminum trim for brick
houses Jack Glover, .753873
Aluminum Service Co
aluminum and vinyl siding
custom
trim
work
References Call Will Ed
Bailey. 753 0689
Asphalt driveways and parking lots sealed by Sears. For
free estimates call 7532310.
WEST
KENTUCKY
ASPHALT
Coating and
SeOhns

75 3 8 1 63

Bob's Home Improvement
Service. Remodeling, painting. cement work, general
home
t, maintenenace and inections. Free estimates.
,
7 3-4501.
Concrete and block, brick
work
Basements.
driveways, storm cellars.
porches 20 years exCarpenter Service. New
homes, remodeling,
cabinets, decks, anything
with wood, quality work
Phone 753-0565
Call BILL'S UPHOLSTERY
for your furniture needs
Choose from thousands of
durable scotchguard cloths
and naughyde vinyl Behind
Dairy Queen 753-808.5._
COLDWATER LAWN &
GARDEN
SHOP.
Lawnmowers, Roto-tillers.
chain saws, expertly
repaired. Pickup and
delivery available 4892853. 8 AM to 5 PM
Dale Spencer's portable
sand blasting and painting
Call 753-6626 or 753-5198.
Experienced carpenter
rerhndeling and additions
other
Will
consider
miscellaneous
work
References Call 759.4815
ROOFING
Ilailt-fp & Shingles
Referesices. All work
g lllll•••41.
Fr••
estimates.
Call 759-11151 er
753-4551

Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry work.
completely guarenteed Lan
or - write Morgan Con•
struction Co.. Route 2 Box
409A - Paducah KY 42001 .
4
or call day or night 1-442
7026
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Warning' Don't read thi',
unless 'you're in need of
rooting carpentry or elec
tool work New or repair
All guaranteed Call Joe
753-9226 for free estimate
Will do lawn mower. garden
tiller, and chain sow repair
Quality work, pickup and
delriery available. Call 1534162 or 753-9952 anytime
xperi caw and home
stereo repair.
WORLD OF SOUNC
222 S. 12th St.
75 - 61.
Window cleaning, fast sersatisfaction
vice.
guaranteed Free estimate
Call 7.53-7140
YATES ROOFING. Shingle
roofs' new or re-roofing. old
roof removed,. replaced. or
repaired: hot asphalt built
up roofs, metal roots
Painted. roof coatings. anc
roll rooling_ All,_ types roof
repair. References furnished 18 years experience, all
work guaranteed Call Tne
Professconals'i. 753-4596
or 901-642-0158 collect
55-.Feed And Seed
Purple hull peas Crossland
Store. 492-8248 Stateline
Road
Vegata-134e-u•Jant‘t7-Siowentrg--------bedding plants,. terns, and
hybrid tomatoes, tour for
$1 00. Green Plains Church
Road, 492-8419
57
.Wanted
.
Wanted Manure loader ti
mount on 135 r Ferguion
Call 753-5358
Want a home built on your
lot? No money down Financing available. Call 436
5582

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center'

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Let Professionek manicure yaw Is... Commercial
and Residential
lawn Maintenance. Mowing, Pruning and
Spraying. Prompt Service,
Free Estimates

T

911
Aluminum
Service
Co.
Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
work. References.
Cell Will Ed Bailey,
153-0619.

_ _
D Landscaping

759-19

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
All Types Chimneys
Cleaning-and Repair
Night
492-8983
Day
7534150
loyd A. McClure

Free
Termite Inspection,
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish &Shrubs

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Coalr4
soo S. 13th St.
Murray, Ky.

753-3914

General
Nome
Repair: Carpentery,
concrete
work,
plumbing, roofing,
siding, windows and
door installation.
Fru estimate! N.
too small!

Colson
Construction
174-.235411
or
474-2276

Rocha Cob
Company

Quality Service
Company
'fleeting and Air Conditioning Soles; Sales
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal & Service
Departments

7S3-9290

Police
911

Murray•Calloway
County Hospital

753-5131

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

753-6952

OERars

Taxi Cab
Service

CUSTOM MUNN
CABINETS t CUSTOM
WOODWORKING

6 a.m.-Midnight
7 Days A Week

•CUSTOM 5StTSURNITINTI

phone
753-5351
or 753-5352

•CBSISTAI OW MECUM
CABINETS

753-5940
1212 MAIN
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LIGHTS 9 mg -tar",0.7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC
method,

.4

a

-

•

LIGHTS 100's: 11 fig."tat".0.9 mg. nicotine av per
cigirette. FTC Re

BEST COPY AVA

Lowl-4. High country taste.

refreshment-,

,

'RESH

Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health
er cigarette, FTC Report DEC '79.

